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Antortine Wall Plan 
The Antonine lVall with itsforts andfortlets :j Bishopton, 
2 Old Kilpatrick, 3 Duntocherfort andfortlet, 4 Cleddans 
fortlet, S Castlehilljort andfortlet, 6 Bearsden, 7 Summerston 
jortlet, 8 Balinuddy, 9 Wilderness Plantation fortlet, 
jo Cadder, ti Glasgow Bridgefortlet, 12 Kirkintilloch, 
13 Auchendavy, 14 Bar Hill, iS Croy Hilljort andfortlet, 
16 11"esterwood, 17 Castlecary, 18 Seabegsfortlet, ig Rough 
Castle, 20 11"atling Lodgefortlet, 21 Camelon, 22 Falkirk, 
23 Afumrills, 24 Inveravon, 25 Kinnedfortlet, 26 Carriden. 
(Hanson + Maxwell 83) 
The original plan of the Antonine lVall as understood at 
present: r BIShopton, 2 Old Kilpatrick, 3 Dugio-cherfortlet, 
4 Cleddansfortlet-, 5 Castlehillfortlet, 7 Summerstonfortlet, 
8 Bahnuihly, 9 11"Werness PlantatiOnfortlet, it Glasgow 
Bridgefortlet, 13 Auchendavy, 15 Croy Hilljortlet, 
17 Castlecary, 18 Seabegsfortlet, 20 Watling Lodgefortlet, 
21 Camelon, 23 Aluinrills, 25 Kinneilfortlet, 26 Carriden. 
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(Hanson + Maxwell 83) 
Outlying Ihstallations 
Mentioned in Analysis 
Cramond 
I := Inveresk 
N := Newstead 
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FIGURE 1.3 
Gýolowy of Miffland Valley 
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FIGURE 1-4 








Contours in metres above sea level 
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In this e. g. although the 
REAL volumes are separate 
the estimated volumes overlap 
considerably as a direct 
result of the distortions 
introduced by correlations. 
Std DeviQtion ELEMENT I 
Effects of Correlation Upon 
The Nature of Clusters 
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Nearest Neighbour Method 
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KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOFF TEST 5% SIGNIFICANCE 
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FIGURE 2.36 
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KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOFF TEST AT 1% SIGNIFICANCE 
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FIGURE 2.37 
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KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOFF TEST 0.1% SIGNIFICANCE 
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FIGURE 2.38 
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KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOFF TEST 5% SIGNIFICANCE 
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FIGURE 2.39 
BEARSDEN SAMPLES (RE-ARRANGED) 
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FIGURE 2.43 































































































































































Principal Components Scatterplot 
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TABLE 2.2 
GRAIN SIZE CLASSIFICATION 

























very fine sand 






k 0.0156(h)- s ltstone argillaceous roc 
fine silt mudstone 
d k mu roc 
very fine silt shale 
0 0039 1 ' . (1 1) clay claystone 
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TABLE 2.3 
BDO01 63 180 7 25.2 
BDO02 39 207 4 15.6 
BDO03 45 200 5 18.0 
BDO04 53 197 0 21.2 
BDO05. 44 201 5 17.6 
BDO06 49 197 4 19.6 
BDO07 41 204 5 16.4 
BDO08 30 208 12 12.0 
BDO09 60 181 9 24.0 
BDO10 38 202 10 15.2 
BDOll 58 163 29 23.2 
BDO12 28 217 5 11.2 
BDO13 48 184 is 19.2 
BDO14 23 224 3 9.2 
BDO15 58 186 6 23.2 
BDO16 58 191 1 23.2 
BDO17 47 170 33 18.8 
BDO18 64 178 8 25.6 
BDO19 37 210 3 14.8 
BD020 63 182 5 25.2 
The percentage quartz is calculated relative to 
the matrix + voids, ie. total background. 
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TABLE 2.4 
Co -0.673 0.054 
RB 0.264 -0.125 
EU 0.606 -0.030 
HF 0.548 -0.260 
CR 1.842 6.117 
FE 0.330 -0.133 
cs 0.888 1.108 
TB -0.473 1.144 
TA 1.667 3.421 
CE -0.007 -0.099 
PA 0.963 0.413 
NP -0.764 2.167 
YB 0.087 -1.042 
NA 0.046 0.387 
LA 0.353 -0.57ý 
sm 0.555 1.010 
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TABLE 2.5 
Co 1.152 0.179 15.538 
RB 3.268 1.212 37.087 
EU 0.109 0.010 9.174 
HF 0.628 0.119 18.949 
CR 8.727 1.229 14.083 
FE 4031.369 632.825 15.697 
cs 0.191 0.065 34.031 
TB 0.054 0.007 12.963 
TA 0.090 0.024 26.667 
CE 4.399 0.664 15.094 
PA 0.697 0.100 14.347 
NP 0.206 0.064 31.068 
YB 0.171 0.022 12.865 
NA 374.622 118.367 31.596 
LA 2.520 0.238 9.444 
sm 0.353 0.030 8.498 
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RB -0.3105 EU 
FE -0.0447 CS 
CE -0.1107 PA 
NA -0.3007 LA 
Rb with! 
EU -0.0118 HF 
CS 0.2453 TB 
PA -0.2680 NP 
LA -0.5017 SM 
Eu with: 
HF 0.4230 CR 
TB 0.5821 TA 
NP 0.3382 YB 
SM 0.7652 
Hf with: 
CR 0.5535 FE 
TA 0.4265 CE 
YB 0.5717 NA 
Cr with: 
FE 0.3525 CS 
CE 0.3369 PA 
NA 0.4775 LA 
Fe with! 
CS 0.0091 TB 
PA 0.5506 NP 
LA 0.1274 SM 
CS with! 
TB 0.0203 TA 






































































































TA 0.0358 CE 
YB 0.4850 NA 
Ta with: 
CE 0.5308 PA 
NA -0.1237 LA 
Ce with! 
PA 0.6917 NP 
LA 0.5571 SM 
Pa with: 
NP 0.2772 YB 
SM 0.4270 
Np with: 
YB 0.5021 NA 
Yb with: 
NA 0.0905 LA 
Na with: 
LA -0.1506 SM 
La with: 
SM 0.3526 
TABLE 2.7 contd. 
0.1264 PA 0.3556 NP 0.2068 
0.1190 LA 0.3202 SM 0.6041 
0.7143 NP 0.4630 YB 0.5754 
0.4155 SM 0.0121 
0.1664 YB 0.4669 NA -0.2730 
0.2426 
0.7151 NA -0.1281 LA 0.6161 
0.0337 LA 0.1680 SM -0.0266 
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TABLE 2.16 
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TABLE 2.17 
Four cluster solution from a random allocation of 
samples to clusters: 
GROUP 1: 2,3,11,12,13,14,15,16,19,36 
GROUP 2: 1,7,8,9,10,20,21,24,25,26,27,28,29,32,33 
GROUP 3: 22,23 
GROUP 4: 4,5,6,17,18,30,31,34,35 
Four cluster solution from normalised 
classification array input: 
GROUP 1: 2,3,11,12,13,14,15,16,19,36 
GROUP 2: 22,23 
GROUP 3: 4,5,6,17,18,30,31,34,35 












12,14,13,4,6,17,18,30,31,34,35,19,36) (26) (22,23) (5) 
CZNTROID : 
(1,20,28,29,7,21,32,33,9,27,25,8,24,10,2,3,11,16,15, 
12,14,13,4,6,17,18,30,31,34,35,19,36) (26) (22,23) (5) 
McQUITTYS : 
(1,20,28,29,7,21,32,33,9,27,25,8,24,10,2,3,11,16,15, 
12,14,13,4,6,17,18,30,31,34,35,19,36) (26) (22,23) (5) 
MZDIAN : 
(1,20,28,29,7,21,32,33,9,27,25,8,24,10,2,3,11,16,15, 










N. NEIGHBOUR : 
(1,4,7,29,8,9,10,21,20,28,24,25,32,33,26,27,2,3,11,16 
13,15,12,14,19,36,6,17,18,30,31,34,35) (22,23) (5) 
P. NZIGHBOUR : 
(1,4,6,17,18,30,31,34,35,5,2,3,13,15,11,16,19,12,14,22, 
23,36) (7,29,8,9,10,21,20,28,32,33,24,25,26,27) 
G. AVERAGE : 
0,21,20,28,24,25,32,33,26,27,2,3,11,16, (1,4,7,29,8,9,1 
(5) 13,15,12,14,19,36,6,17,18,30,31,34,35) (22,23) 
CEN ID : 
(1,4,7,29,8,9,10,21,20,28,24,25,32,33,2,3,11,16,13,15, 
12,14,19,6,17,18,30,31,34,35) (22,23) (36) (5) (26,27) 
McQUITTYS : 
25,10,21,20,28,32,33,26,27) (22,23) (5) (1,7,29,8,9,24,34,35) 
(2,3,11,16,13,15,12,14,19,36) (4,6,17,18,30,31 
NED IAN : 
(1,4,7,29,8,9,10,21,20,28,24,25,32,33,2,3,11,16,13,15, 
12,14,19,6,17,18,30,31,34,35) (22,23) (36) (5) (26,27) 
WARDS : 
(1,4,7,29,8,9,10,21,20,28,24,25,32,33,26,27) (2,3,11, 
16,13,15,12,14,19,36) (5,6,17,18,30,31,34,35) (22,23) 
F. BETA : 
(1,7,29,8,9,10,21,20,28,24,25,32,33,26,27) (2,3,11,16F 




GROUP 1: 1,2,3,4,6,11,12,13,14,15,16,19,36 
GROUP 2: 7,8,9,10,20,21,24,25,26,27,28,29,32,33 
GROUP 3: 5,17,18,30,31,34f35 
GROUP 4: 22,23 
FIGURE 2.22: 
GROUP 1: 1,2,3,4,6,11,12,13,14,15,16,19,36 
GROUP 2: 7,8,9,10,20,21,24,25,27,28,29,32,33 
GROUP 3: 17,18,30,31,34,35 
GROUP 4: 22,23 
GROUP 5: 
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I 1'* 2::: 1.1 1 
TABLE 2.23 
FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUM PCT 
1 5*38429 41.4 41.4 
2 2el2749 16*4 57.8 
3 1*78305 1397 7195 
4 995794 7o4 78*9 5 o76534 509 84.8 
6 s49651 3eS 8896 
7 4,34323 2e6 9102 
8 031881 2.5 9397 
9 *25706 200 95*6 
10 *21693 1*7 97o3 
11 917408 1*3 9897 










E 2.127 + 
s1 
1.783 + 
. 958 + 
*765 + 
. 497 + 
. 217 + 
*086 + 
. 000 ----------------------------------------------------- 




FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 
YB e85932 -911452 -*10106 
PA , 84703 -*39610 907756 
EU *72905 944004 909992 
CR . 69014 *33742 -*09882 
HF *67931 , 18069 -*47962 
sm *67543 938170 947405 
TB *62342, *38012 29197 
LA e60247 -*40670 *13162 
TA e59191 -958658 -*37391 
FE *56513 o17411 949969 
NA 917421 *66852 -*55827 CE 956841 -e58004 *20449 
CO -*47762 *06327 *66840 
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX: 
FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 
sm *89837 *13820 02135 
TB 976553 e09864 15038 EU 976236 *10723 . 37742 FE *72907 *23489 -*11247 
CR . 57456 o15442 *49594 
PA 937608 e83660 e19758 
CE el. 6543 981600 -o09013 
TA -*13536 e80769 *40443 
LA *24147 *69706 *03866 
YB e43923 *61400 e43800 
, HF 4,27740 925269 976377 CO 908640 -e3ll4l -*75792 
NA *17121 -*44574 974897 
98 
TABLE 2.25 







































CODE: MEAN: S. DEVN: SKEWNESS: KURTOSIS: 
BDO01 73.79 51.36 1.85 3.51 
BDO02 85.40 86.20 4.90 34.90 
BDO03 77.92 47.60 1.57 3.35 
BDO04 72.31 60.36 2.42 6.44 
BDO05 60.09 48.10 2.27 5.54 
BDO06 69.11 57.40 3.28 16.03 
BDO07 68.63 44.80 1.47 1.76 
BDO08 88.89 92.42 2.70 8.08 
BDO09 86.36 110.67 4.97 31.06 
BDO10 55.31 50.76 3.60 17.80 
BD011 76.57 57.66 1.27 0.92 
BDO12 65.18 58.06 2.14 4.07 
BDO13 65.35 50.64 1.77 2.87 
BDO14 63.47 57.66 2.84 11.07 
BDO15 58.29 39.21 1.70 2.79 
BDO16 66.29 58.86 4.73 35.38 
BDO17 62.95 45.42 2.18 6.65 
BDO18 52.35 35.34 2.55 9.71 
BDO19 53.21 63.76 5.37 34.71 
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TABLE 2.31 
N. NEIGHWUR : 
(1,5,15,6,16,17,12,7,8,9,13,11,18,2,3,10,20,14,19) (4) 
F. NEIGHBOUR : 
(1,7,2,3,4,5,15,12,6,16,17,8,9,13,11) (10,20,14,19,18) 
G. AVERAGE : 
(1,2,3,4) (5,15,12,6,16,17,7,8,9,13,11,18) 
(10,20,14,19) 
"NT ID : 
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TABLE 2.37 
FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUM PCT 
1 3*45469 28og 2848 
2 1*91703 16*0 44.8 
3 1*55952 13oO 5793 
4 1948845 12*4 70*2 
5 1001989 8o5 78*7 
6 *70631 5.9 8496 
7 . 59965 5*0 89e6 
8 *45613 3*8 93.4 
9 *40410 394 96*7 
10 *26816 2*2 9900 
11 *12557 100 13000 









v 1.917 + 
A 
L 








. 000 + 
. 000 ------------------------------------------------- 






FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTCR 
Bi -095535 906414 -*03669 *18086 -905751 B6 
B3 976349 027610 *16307 . 26716 *0? d24 
B4 *75378 -. 
35504 -sJ9441 -*20617 -e1223o 
954761 -. 37945 -. 52692 *13994 e17397 
812 *04878 e80417 -*3092Z -918621 *2194*) Bil . 36638 961308 -*31161 -*14099 . 4129 11 Ba -42; 36 -*49553 -*15761 948271 
. 
*2496Z B7 *4194a *45294 918351 038409 -*37087 
310 *42718 -00473 . 6317o -*23520 -. 01873 B2 933Z97 -*13971 . 58S69 -o49443 92899% 
B9 *22903 *23901 *35709 . 69291 -oD144. 
B5 
*48195 *12935 -. 30304 -*31374 -. *7d8,. 
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX: 
FACTCPL I 
B4 . 35226 
Be 079OB2 










FACTO; k 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR f 
-910939 -*07049 908360 * 150a3 
-*04756 *20014 -*2103* -01938" 
*31346 -904139 -. 02737 *50847 
-*57685 -921441 -*ZZ906 -. 40*74 
. 88654 -913640 . 00179 -. 07623 
975065 *23097 -009092 *1040i 
-. 00490 *31146 -o057SO -923164 
901249 e77014 91IS31 *30*7* 
933296 *63755 . 30244 . 1334i 
#06967 008903 988007 *03372 
-*12325 *04689 *86669 . 0762o 
900279 905536 908557 *94021 
112 
TABLE 2.39 
FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUM PCT 
1 4.66441 38*9 38o9 
2 1*81034 1501 54.0 
3 1.42147 11.8 6598 
4 1*14512 995 75.3 
5 1*07755 900 84.3 
6 *85587 7.1 91s5 
7 . 46573 3&9 95*3 
a . 27189 293 97.6 
9 . 19467 1.6 99*2 
10 o07251 *6 99*8 
11 eO2O44 e2 10000 
















. 466 + 
. 195 + 
0000 + 
. 000 ------------------------------------------------- 




F ACT OR I FACTOA 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 
83 *96903 -*05931 -011191 *10037 . 02016 52 *92135 -*09031 *12542 -o03283 -902595 54 -98248 *22269 -*01169 9140Q? -. 17434 Bi 9S3a0a --10803 o27035 -@18423 -. 20-. 45 B5 o7557-4 --02149 -. 17653 .C5 -643 OC6150 
59 006261 siago -*40217 -. 18287 -920132 a a. -o39511 . 65,. 34 . 10707 -. 24; 73 945306 59 -. 06607 --62320 *06357 -*58440 . 32346 
sio -*19702 -o45884 -*70014 . 11590 
Bli -. 41423 -*01594 . 392TI . 70760 e03074 
87 050097 014980 . 46089 . 16914 . 57747 612 -. 4400V --10232 . 50472 -015982 -. 54471 
RCTATEED FACTOR MATRIX: 
FACTOR I FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 
B3 *00866 212293 oDS763 
B2 991312 -*08235 -. 03o92 *1392S B4 *a9"13 923881 -*00383 906921 Bi ea5571 -. 09710 -*29359 . 04361 B5 *73a53 906071 *24514 *07458 
Ba oOZO93 . 15334 *00424 -o02447 
Blo -. 18565 -920222 *76653 -. 42360 
B12 -*32982 -917771 -. 73387 -*31591 
S7 *40874 -el7990 000551 o79660 66 -*51517 947274 -908304 *59690 















FACTCR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUM PCT 
1 2.59435 23*6 23.6 
2 1*90928 17.4 4099 
3 1*55822 14*2 55.1 
4 1.43367 13*0 68@1 
5 1.01508 9-2 77.4 
6 *64245 5.8 83*2 
7 o59729 5.4 88.6 
a *45532 4.1 92*8 
9 . 40248 3e7 96.4 
10 0265ac 2.4 9809 




N 1.558 + 




E 1.015 + 
. 597 + 
. 402 + 
. 266 + 
e126 + 
I 





F ACT", It I FA CTOA 2 FA CTCA 3 FACTOq 4 FACTOR 5 
do . 81411 920454 *19931 -014599 *0932, V 
B3 . 7cl5c -040467 -. 19524 . 32OqG -. 08303 
64 051229 -*42594 -. 53227 -*Ilsvs . 17736 
B7 . 50164 . 40093 . 22360 -*31 o6 3 -. 37400 
312 J7150 iDB47 -. 33163 . 10550 9 16 
Bil . 43 694 sIa, 1 -*31892 *15170 . 44177 
sa . 4016 -*55417 -. Ic 120 -. 40133 * 2! 952 
elý . 4C73! -. Dlor, 7 . 61880 . 33.287 *0337. 
B9 0312,54 . 149400 . 41975 -. 64390 D. 6, C75 
,I. & . 177.17 -. 12031 *54271 . 54855 .: 937i 
1.5 . 46! 17 . '40121.1 -. 32ý22 . 37103 -. t5474 
RCTATED F. CTOft MATRIX: 
FACTOR I FACTCR 2 F AC TO -1 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR' 5 
84 *82723 -*06720 *08754 -. 13961 016110 es 061266 -19215 -. 19374 -. 02068 -. 17187 B3 *64521 -o04053 -. 00354 . 32142 . 53174 
59 
S7 *33933 oal350 -*06571 -. 02287 -924411 
06 
-907330 *77357 *11492 --0035C *29248 . 36551 *63672 932101 . 33414 o14635 
ell 
B12 *15496 008109 e39943 . 08567 ow'4575 -. 26562 OC5029 *84904 -*16110 oC6C69 
B2 
Blo 
--02541 -*12329 -000510 984116 -o07684 -903032 *22455 -*04880 *79244 *12393 
S5 004897 . 06398 *08623 -901523 @94023 
116 
TABLE 2.43 
FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUM PCT 
1 4.02359 36*6 36*6 
2 1080019 16.4 5209 
3 1*36047 12*4 65o3 
4 1*124C4 10.2 7505 
5 1.600603 901 84*7 
6 *85035 7e7 92.4 
7 . 42479 3*9 96.3 
8 *26967 2*5 98o7 
9 *11720 1.1 9903 
10 . 02079 .2 100 *111 











s 1@360 + 
1.124 + 
1 90^v6 + 
. 850 + 
1 
. 425 + 
. 270 + 
. 003 + 






FACTOR I FACTCR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOq 4 FACTOR 5 
53 . 97603 -*09720 -. 02703 -. 06515 *C2833 34 
99926* . 19456 . 034-42 -*18152 -*15666 62 949166 -. 10349 *15972 . 04369 -*11435 B5 *7BB72 -. 06445 -*07965 000105 -@02557 
Bd 
. 09944 979947 --50027 *01745 -*10790 86 -. 36478 . z6446 . 07457 e40614 931273 
BIO -. 14265 -. 50799 -05914C -. 27603 34 23 2 B7 . 50672 914449 . 5911b *16444 "5 o4241 
39 -*10132 --61371 . 1.13,160 . 67540 - j34.8 7 511 *4109 . 00-656 *48348 --590,26 . 30543 
e 12 --53326 -. D4: 15 *3 69 86 -. 0516.6 -. 6321: 
RCTATE-3 FACTCR AATRIX: 
FA CTOR I FACT OR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5 
B3 *95225 -. 00257 *31339 . OU 53 9 22 545 e4 099845 . 273CS olOS22 googol @02135 B2 *Sq3D4 -*10723 914! 25 912125 *03337 B5 0582; 
o02209 OOOOOB . 15960 *17976 
Be -002141 *39542 10142 *29633 . 10453 S9 -. 15602 -*74892 OC1925 050501 *. ^bca4 
BIO -615.079 -015092 -. 72574 -904250 *49501 57 *43056 -. 21476 o69079 -*23332 *26c5l 66 -953390 e33472 963015 . 12249 *18303 
ell -*29804 -007810 *04215 -936991 -005109 
B12 -*31196 -909772 -002131 -*07632 -*96472 
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TABLE 2.45 
SAMPTY KRY PTrTJRPI, 9 -41 - 45 AND 2- 41; - Sl : 
P. C. CODR: 
1 























P. C. CODE: 
1 

























3.1 ... Croy Hill Quartz. 
3.2 ... Inveresk Quartz. 3.3 ... Cramond Quartz. 
3.4 ... Bearsden % Quartz. 3.5 ... Duntocher % Quartz. 3.6 ... Bar Hill Chemical Analysis Result. 3.7 ... Bar Hill % Quartz. 
3.8 ... IDEAL Site Group Discriminant Scatterplot. 3.9... Discriminant Scatterplot (Wards Algorithm). 
3.10.. Discriminant Scatterplot (F. Beta Algorithm). 
3.11-Principal Components (1 vs 2) Scatterplot. 
3.12.. Principal Components (1 vs 3) Scatterplot. 
3.13.. Principal Components (2 vs 3) Scatterplot. 
3.14.. Skewness vs. Kurtosis. 
3.15.. Kolmogorov-Smirnoff Test. 
3.16.. All Groups % Quartz. 
3.17.. IDEAL Textural Discriminant Scatterplot. 
3.18.. Discriminant Scatterplot (32 Grp Solution). 
3.19.. Principal Components (1 vs 2) Scatterplot. 
3.20.. Principal Components (1 vs 3) Scatterplot. 
3.2l.. Principal Components (2 vs 3) Scatterplot. 
3.22.. Principal Components (1 vs 4) Scatterplot. 
3.23.. Principal Components (4 vs 2) Scatterplot. 
3.24.. Principal Components (4 vs 3) Scatterplot. 
3.25.. Discriminant Scatterplot (Textural). 
3.26.. Discriminant Scatterplot (Textural)., - 
3.27.. Discriminant Scatterplot (Raw Textural). 
3.28.. Principal Components (1 vs 2) Scatterplot. 
3.29.. Discriminant Scatterplot. 
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FIGURE 3.10 
Discriminant Scatterplot 
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Principal Components Scatterplot 
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Principal Components Scatterplot 



































Principal Components Scatterplot 
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Principal Components Scatterplot 
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Principal Components Scatterplot 
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3.1 ... Croy Hill Analytical Results. 3.2 ... Croy Hill Mineral Inclusion Chart. 3.3 ... Discriminant Analysis Details. 3.4 ... Croy Hill Combined Results. 3.5 ... Croy Hill Form Data. 3.6 ... Inveresk Analytical Results. 3.7 ... Inveresk Mineral Inclusion Chart. 3.8 ... Inveresk Combined Results. 3.9 ... Inveresk Form Data. 3.10.. Cramond Analytical Results. 
3.1l.. Cramond Mineral Inclusion Chart. 
3.12.. Cramond Combined Results. 
3.13.. Cramond Form Data. 
3.14.. Bearsden Analytical Results. 
3.15.. Bearsden Mineral Inclusion Chart. 
3.16.. Bearsden Combined Results. 
3.17.. Bearsden Form Data. 
3.18.. Duntocher Analytical Results. 
3.19.. Duntocher Mineral Inclusion Chart. 
3.20.. Duntocher Combined Results. 
3.2l.. Duntocher Form Data. 
3.22.. Bar Hill Mineral Inclusion Chart. 
3.23.. Bar Hill Combined Results. 
3.24.. The Defined Local Ware Groups. 
3.25.. All'Site Cluster Result. 
3.26.. Principal Components Details. 
3.27.. All Site Principal Component Result. 
3-28.. All Site Textural Cluster Result. 
3.29.. All Site Textural Cluster Result. 
3.30.. Discriminant Refinement to Cluster Solution. 
3.3l.. Principal Components Details. 
3.32.. Principal Components Refinement. 
3.33.. Cluster + Principal Component Results. 
3.34.. The Final Textural Solution. 
3.35.. Raw Textural Data Cluster Result. 
3.36.. Principal Component Details. 
3.37.. Final Textural Solution Without Outliers. 
3.38.. Detail of Outlier Samples. 
3.39.. Group Membership Analysis. 
3.40.. Revised Croy Hill Combined Result. 
3.4l.. Revised Bearsden Combined Result. 
3.42.. Revised Inveresk Combined Result. 
3.43.. Revised Cramond Combined Result. 
3.44.. Discrininant Analysis Details. 
3.45.. Discriminant Analysis Details. 
3.46.. Discriminant Analysis Details. 
3.47.. Discriminant Analysis Details. 
3.48.. Discriminant Analysis Details. 
3.49.. Discriminant Analysis Details. 
3.50.. Discriminant Analysis Details. 
3.5l.. Discriminant Analysis Details. 




(22,23,23*, 1,2,8,5,6,27,7,14,21) (9,10) (3) 
(4pl5,26) (20) 
Modified NAA Result: 
(22,23,23*, 1,2,8,5,6,27,7,14,21,26) (9,10) (3) 
(4,15) (20) 
Petrology: 
(23,14,21,22.. 8.. 3) (7,26,27.. 1,2) (5,6,15.. 4) 
(9,10,23*) (20) 
Textural Data (transformed): 
(26,27,21,15,4,14,7) (1,2,8,22) 
(3,23*, 9,10,23,5,6) (20) 
Percentage Quartz: 
















1 and 2 
3 
4 
5 and 6 
7 
8 








26 and 27 
The codes above refer to the Neutron Activation 
sample numbers, all of the following tables and figures 
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TABLE 3.3 
1 00 w Ln 
tn 1 1 0000 
rn I........... 100000000000 I I 
z: t, rq in co -0 ý4 in 
'Col 0% t- HI ýq Cli CO %D CD - -W tn 
I... C4 -4 
W1 CD CD ý4 4N rý f, t, IRP 0% ON 
010w 'Ir gn N00C. ) 0 Ch 11 zIVr, ý4 t% ý4 %D f% -V -W co 












to i tp c-4 -w r- in -4 o tn o o4 
r, 0% 0NM CD rl rl 0% CO 11 
0 ýq in -a Ul ýq ON tn as CID %o 
IvN 1-1 r-4 Co -w m in Ln Ln -W 
to I........... 
to mI in Ln in tn t, co w 
-C ý1 ý4 In 0% ý4 0000000 E4 U% rl %DO 111fI11 
M, 4 00wwww ga w ra 
r4 ooor, %o in %o r, in q% 






A ri %0 e4 cr, ý4 Ln r, -e m ,1 14 Co cn 00 90 go Co 90 932 
1 1.4 94 mr tn %0 11 Co 0% 14 H ul 1 
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9.: , %0 -e -e 
c; 
1 ri 94 -e %D 
1 in m Co %0 
1 f4 Co 4n CYN 
r-i Co e" 
ýI A AM 
010 in Co 
Co ,0 in m 0% 
100 ri in 




we CD ri ýI 
01 CY% %0 0 0% 
fi 1 0% %0 CA 0% 
1 C% 0% %0 %D 
u8 0000 
0 
t Co Co 0% 
cý lýI 00 
Co 0% Cb ýq 
H1 Co 
lý '! 11 101 
Co c; 
01 4p 
cý f4 A 
i 112 
Ln 0 
ry ri -e 
Z9 
TABLE 3.4 
CR001 Y, 2 a, K 
0 -CR002 X, lb, ' K 
0 CR003 3a, K 
CR004 X 3, + 
CR005 2, K 
I CR006 Y' la, K 
0 CR007 X' 4, K 
CR008 X, 4, K, 
CR009 Y 1, 
CR010 11 
0 cRoll 3, K 
0 CR012 X, 5, s 
CR013 11 + 
CR014 X, 1, + 
CR015 2, K 
Key: 
Major Textural Change -X 
Subtle Textural Change -Y 
Chemically Outlying -0 
Petrological Fabric - 2a (eg) 





Fabric 35 Type 54 - Bowl imitating Samian 
(Drag. 18). 
CRO02 Fabric 35 Type 55 - Belgic Form Dish. 
CRO03 Fabric 35 Type 48 - Upright rimmed jar. 
CRO04 Fabric 23 Type 42 - Flat Rimmed Bowl. 
CRO05 Fabric 23 Type 40 - Inturned Rim Jar. 
CRO06 Fabric 23 Type 41 - Everted Rim Beaker. 
CRO07 Fabric 42 Type 63 - Segmental Bowl (Gillam, 
294). 
CRO08 Fabric 42 Type 64 - Flat Rimmed Bowl with 
Groove. 
CRO09 Misc? Local Platter. 
CRO10 Misc? Local Large Dish. 
CROll Misc? Local Plain Jar. 
CRO12 Misc? Local Lid, Fragment. 
CRO13 Fabric 6i Mortaria. 
CRO14 Fabric 6ii Mortaria. 
CRO15 Fabric 7 Mortaria. 
In all of the above cases the fabrics referred to 
are those derived from the macroscopic analysis of the 




NAA - (1,3,4,2,5,7,15,20,12,21,8,14, 19,10,22) (9,13) 
(16,17) (6) (11) (8) 
NAA* = (1,3,4,2,5,6,7,15,20,12,21,8,14,19,10,22) 
(9,13) (16,17) (11) (18) 
Petrological groupings: 
(1,2,3,4,8,10,15,16,17,19,20,21,22.. 5,6,7,12,14.. 11) 
(9,13) (18) 
Textural Data Logratio transformed: 
(1,2,10) (3,4) (9,13,18,20,22) (5,6,21,8,16,17,19,15) 
Percentage Quartz: 



















1 and 2 
3 and 4 
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X, 1, K 




X, 2, B 
X, - 1, + 
* lb, S 
* la, S 




X, 3, + 
1, K 
X, 1, K 
1, s 
X, -l' K 
The 11*11 addition toýthe 
coding key identifies samples displying a grain size 
distribution too biased to facilitate, compensation, 
transformation and thus data analytical proceedures. 
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TABLE 3.9 
IN001 - Flagon waster body sherd (Cat. 1.9). 
IN002 - Flagon. 
IN003 - Deformed Body Sherd, ? Form. 
IN004 - Form unknown. 
IN005 - Form unknown. 
IN006 - Form Unknown. 
IN007 - Form Unknown. 
IN008 - Form Unknown. 
IN009 - Bowl (Cat. 1.22). 
IN010 - Hemispherical Bowl (Cat. 1.26). 
IN011 - Samian Bowl Imitation (Cat. 1.233/234). 
IN012 - Form Unknown. 
IN013 - Cooking Pot (Cat. 1.63). 
IN014 - Form Unknown. 
IN015 - Bowl (Cat. 1.90). 
IN016 - Large Storage Jar (Cat. ' 1.69). 
IN017 - Cooking Pot Waster Sherd (Cat. 1.65). 
IN018 - Cooking Pot (Cat. 1.68). 
The 
catalogue numbers quoted refer to the published site 
catalogue of coarse wares. The relevant forms are 





- 26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33) (6,12,20,21) (17) (5) 
Petrology = 
(5,7,8,9,10,19,29.. 17,30,31) (6) (22) (12,20,21) 
(1,2,25.. 3,11,14,28,33,13,26,27.. 4,15,16,18,23 - 
- 24,32) 
Textural - (Main Group) (4,32,33) (11,25) (7,28) 












































20 and 21 
22 
23 and 24 
25 
26 and 27 
28 
29 
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X, 2b, B 
1, K 
3, K 
X, 1, K 
l, ' K 
1, K 











X, 2, ' K 
2a, K 
X, 2 a, K 
1, K 
la, K 
X, 2b, K- 
X, 2 a, K 
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TABLE 3.13 
CRAM013 Imitation Samian Bowl. 
CRAM014 Cramond Jar. Form Data. 
CRAM015 Rough Cast Beaker. 
CRAM016 Beaker. 
CRAM017 Flagon (Red-Brown colour coat). 
CRAM018 Cramond Jar. 
CRAM019 ? Inveresk-Ware Flagon-., 
CRAM020 Everted Rim Jar. - - 
CRAM021 Lid sherd. 
CRAM022 Pink Grogged Ware Fabric. 
CRAM023 ? Form. 
CRAM024 Everted Rim Jar. 
CRAM025 Belgic Form Dish. 
CRAM026 Everted Rim Jar. 
CRAM027 Cramond Jar. 
CRAM028 ? Inveresk Ware-Lid. 
CRAM029 Pink Grogged Ware Fabric. 
CRAM030 Everted Rim Jar. 
CRAM031 ? Form. 
CRAM032 Dish/Bowl. 
CRAM033 Inveresk Ware Flagon. 
CRAM034 Cramond Jar. 
CRAM035 Everted Rim Jar. 
CRAM036 Cramond Bowl. 
CRAM037 Cramond Jar. 
CRAM038 ? Form. 
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TABLE 3.14 
Bearsden Analytinal Results: 
NAA = 
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12, l3 tl4,15,16,19,20,21- 
- 24,25,26,27,28,29,32,33,36) (17,18) (22,23) 
(30,31,34,35) 
Petrology - 
(7,8,9,10,11,12) (22,23,26,27) (Remaining Samples) 
Textural = 
(4,5,6) (13,14,20,21,22,23) (Remaining Samples) 
% Quartz - (4,5,6) (22,23,26, 
ti C d Thi S 
27) (Remaining Samples) 
N a Code on o e: n ec 
BDO01 
a ., 
7 and 8 
BDO02 9 and 10 
BDO03 11 and 12 
BDO04 13 and 14 
BDO05 15 and 16 
BDO06 17 and 18 
BDO07 19 and 36 
BDO08 Not Analysed. 
BDO10. 20 and 21 
BDO12 22 and 23 
BDO13 24 and 25 
BDO14 26 and 27 
BDO15 28 and 29 
BDO16 1,2 and 3 
BDO17 30 and 31 
BDO18 4,5 and 6 
BDO19 32 and 33 




o iii lIXIllIllili ii 
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«-I 




















$-4 V E--8 
cp xx >4 xx >4 1 ý4 1 ýc Ixx >4 1Xx 











0 ri Nm .0 Ln tD r, a C-) Ln to r, co 0% 0 N Iq OD 000 0000 r-I r-I r-I f-4 r4 r-I r4 cm r-I H 0 000 000000000000 00 0 







BD004 X, 2, 
BD005 2, 
0 BD006 2, 
BD007 2, 
BD008 4, 
BD010 X, 2, 





0 BD017 2, 
BD018 X, 2, 
BD019 2, 





















BDOOI Type. 27 
BDO02 Type. 27 
BDO03 Type. 27 
BDO04 Type. 28 
BDO05 Type. 28 
BDO06 Type. 26 
BDO07 Type. 26 
BDO08 Mative. 
BDO10 Type. 24 
BDO12 Type. 23 
BDO13 Type. 23 
BDO14 Type. 23 
BDO15 Type. 23 
BDO16 Type. 25 
BDO17 Type. 25 
BDO18 Type. 25 
BDO19 Type. 25 
BD020 Type. 25 
Large Flanged Bowl. This 
form is unique to the site. 
Bead Rimmed Bowl, a form very 
similar to drag. 37. 
Flat Rimmed Carinated bowl. 
Everted Rim Beaker. 
Everted Rim Jar. 
Belgic Platter. 
In each case the 
form description applies to all of the sherds 
designated as falling into the respective type group 
eg. type. 25. 
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TABLE 3.18 
NAA - (13,14,15,19,27,28,31,32) (16,17) (37) (29) 
(35) (18,30,36,20,23,22,21,24,25,26,33) 
Petrology = 
(27,28,31,32.. 33,35.. 19,29) (13,14,15) 
(25,26) (18,20,21,22,23,16,17.. 30,36.. 24) (37) 
Textural 
(14,15,16,17,33,35,22,23,18,27,32,31,37, Y, 28) 
(13,24,29) (19,25,26) (20,21) 























14 and 15 
16 and 17 
18 
19 
20 and_ 21 
22 and 23 
24 
















4 x xx + 
u XXXXXXX 11 xxxxxx xxxxx 
0 
r. X 







0 H xxixixi 11 xxxxxi xxiii 
0 Z 
ZH 0 
C tö E-4 xx +x 
mo m XXXXXXI 11 xxxXix xiXix 





41 0 ý4 +x+ x x+x 
9443 W xXxxxxx IX XXXXIX XXXXX 
(0 c = X 
xx 
Z Q 1x11xX1 11 XXXXXI XXXXX 
0 
0H -e Ln r, Co 0 e-i N le w r, - Co ci 0% ei Ln 0% m (D 
r-i r-f e-i ri 4-4 r-f N 00 (D 00 (D r-i r-i 000 e-i H 0000000 00 000000 00000 
IX E-4 E-4 E-, # H E-4 H E-f H E-4 E-4 E-4 E-1 E-4 E--, H H E-4 E-4 E-1 E-1 




0 DT001 X, 3, + 
0 DT002 3, + 
0 DT003 2, B 
DT004 2, B 
0 DT005 X, lb, K 
DT006 X, 2, B 
DT007 2, B 
DT008 X, 2b, K 
DT009 X, 1 a, K 
0 DT010 1, N 
0 DT011 1, N 
0 DT012 X, lb, K 
DT013 2a, S 
0 DT014 1, N 
0 DT015 1, N 
DT016 la, N 
DT017 la, N 
0 DT018 la, + 
DT019 2a, S 
0 DT020 4, N 






? Waster sherd. 
DT002 - ? Waster sherd. 
















DT019 - ? Waster sherd. 























. r. 4 H 
0 ý4 
4-4 (d w 
ýr z 
41 0 
ý4 r-4 E-4 











BHOOl 1, K 
BH002 1, K 
BH003 1, K 
BH004 1, 
BH005 2, B 
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TABLE 3.24 
nEARsDEN : 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,10,13,14,15,16,18,19 
CROY : 1,4,5,6,8,9,10,13,14,15 
iNvEREsK : 1,2,3,4,5,7,9,11,12,15,16,17,18 
CRAMOND 13,14,15,18,19,20,21,23,24,25,27,28,30 
31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38 
'RAR HTTJ- : 1,2,3,4,5 
DUNTOCHER : 1,2,5,10,11,14,15 = The suggested local 
group 
4,6,7,8,9,13,16,17,19 = The ? waster group. 
These comprise the samples used for the chemical 
analysis of the site autonomy. 
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TABLE 3.25 
Mcouittvs: (CH21, DT32) (Remaining Samples) 
N. Neighhnur: (CH21, DT32) (Remaining Samples) 
Group Ay-er_d_gp,: (CH21, DT32) (Remaining Samples) 
Centroid: (CH21, DT32) (Remaining Samples) 
Median: (CH21, DT32) (Remaining Samples) 
(CH14,21; DT13,14,15,19,20,21,22,23,27,28,31,32) 
(Remaining Samples) 
(Inveresk, Bar Hill, Cramond, BD07,08,09,20,24,25,28,29, 
32,33) + (Bearsden) (Croy Hill, DT25,26,30,33,36) 
(Duntocher, CH14,21) 
(Bearsden, Bar Hill, IN10, DT18,19) (Duntocher, CH14,21) 
(Cramond, Inveresk, DT24) (Croy Hill, DT25,26,30,33) 
Iml: 
BD - Bearsden 
BH - Bar Hill 
CH - Croy Hill 
CD - Cramond 
DT - Duntocher 
IN - Inveresk 
All of the code numbers refer 
to the NAA codes. For the corresponding Thin Section 
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TABLZ 3.27 
GRP 1: (BEAR, BAR, IN10, DT18) 
GRP 2: (CROY, DT25,26,30) 
GRP 3: (CRAM, INVK, DT24,27, BH35) 
GRP 4: (DUNT) 
GRP 5: (DT20,21,22,23) 
+ DT36,19,33, CH14,21 As individual samples.. 
GRP 1: (CROY, DT25,26) 
GRP 2: (DT20,21,22,23,27,30,36, CH01,14) 
GRP 3: (Remaining Samples) 
+ (DT33, BD36), DT32, CH2l As outlying samples.. 
Looking at the third and second factors, addition 
of the third factor serves again to spread the data 
groupings, however it does serve to define a very clear 
Duntocher grouping: 
(DT13,14,15,20,21,22,23,27,28,31) + CH21, DT32 
Along with a very spread group defining the 
remaining samples. 
The sample codes quoted here refer to 
the NAA samples described in chapter 3.1. 
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TABLE 3.28 
Rpnultr, of Cluster Study of TexturAl Data: 
The following groups represent the 






(BD02,8, CH10,5, IN16,18, DT2,3,10,14,20,15,16,7,18, 
- 17,11,4) 
(BD01) (BD03,17, DT01, CD37, IN01, CH04) (CD38) (IN02) 
(BD04) 
(BD07,15, CD14,24,33) (BH54, CD16,35,28,19) (BD19, CH08) 
(BH52) (BD13, CD31) (CD20,27,36) 
(BD06, CH03,11, IN05,13,15) 
(CH09, DT06) (BD14, IN12, DT09, CD25, CH13) (CH01) (DT05) 
(BD05,16, CD15, DT08, IN07) (BD20, BH55) (BD10, IN03, CH14) 
(CD32) (CH06) (CH15) (CD23) (IN17) (CD17) (CD21) 
(BH51) 
(BH53) (BD18) (CD18) (CD34) 
As can be clearly seen 
the vast majority of, the thirty two groups are composed 
of single samples or sample pairs. The sample codes 
refer to the thin section samples. For a key to the 
site abbreviations see table 3.25. 
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TABLE 3.29 
Furthest Neighbour.: Six Group Solution. 
GRP 1: (BDO1,07,15,13, CD14,17,24,33,16,35,19,28,31, 
23, BH54) 
GRP 2: (BD 18, CD 18,3 4) 
GRP 3: (BH51,53, CH06,09,15, DT06) 
GRP 4: (BD02,08,06,14, IN18,16,05,13,15,12, CH10,05, 
03,11,13,01, DT18,04,02,03,16,07,10,15,14,20,17, 
11,09,05, CD25) 
GRP 5: (BD03,17,05,16,19,20,04,10, DT01,08, CD37,15,20t 
27,36,38, IN01,07,02,03, CH04,08,14, BH55) 
GRP 6: (BH52, CD21,32, IN17) 
Flexible Beta: Four Group Solution. 
GRP 1: (BDO1,07,15,13,04,18, CD17,16,35,19,28,23,14, 
24,33,3,38,20,27,36,18,34, IN02, BH54) 
GRP 2: (BD02,08,03,17,05,16, INIB, 16,01,07, DTIB, 04,02, 
03,16,07,10,15,14,20,17,11,01,08, CHIO, 05,04, 
CD37,15) 
GRP 3: (BD06,10,19,20, CH03,11,08,14, IN13,05,15,03,17, 
BH55,52, CD32,21) 
GRP 4: (BD14, IN12, DT09,05,06, CD25, CH13,01,06,15,09, 
BH51,53) 
Warcin: Two Group Solution. 
GRP 1: (BDO1,13,18,04,07,15,03,17,19,05,16, CD17,31,18, 
34,38,20,27,36,14,24,23,33,16,28,19,35,32,21,37, 
15, IN02,01,07, BH52,54, DTOI, 08, CH04,08) 
GRP 2: (BD02,08,06,10,20,14, IN18,16,05,13,15,03,17,12, 
DT18,04,02,03,16,07,10,15,14,20,17,11,06,09,05, 
CH10,05,06,15,09,03,11,14,13,01, BH51,53,55, CD25) 
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TABLE 3.30 
Here we have the seven group 
solution resulting from the Discriminant analysis of 
the 32 group solution proposed by the Nearest 
Neighbour, Group Average, Centroid Median and McQuittys 
cluster algorithms and presented in table 3a. 4. 
GRP 1: (BDO1, CD34, DT05) 
GRP 2: (BD03,1'7, DT01, CD37,38, IN01, CH04) 
GRP 3: (BD04,13,05,16,18, CD31,15, DT08, IN07) 
GRP 4: (BD07,15,20,10, CD14,24,33,32,21, BH55, 
IN03,17, CH14) 
GRP 5: (BD06, CH03,11, IN05,13,15, BH53) 
GRP 6: (BD14, IN12, DT09, CD25,18, CH13,01, BH51) 




codes refer to the thin sections, for a key to the site 
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Principal Components Refinement: 
The addition of the fourth Principal Factor 
resulted in the following refined group partitions. 
FACTOR 1 vs 4-. 
(BDO1,03,04,05,10,13,16,17,19,20, BH55, CH04,08,14, 








FACTOR 2 vs 4,: 
(CH01,06,09, BH51,53, DT06) 
(CD32, BH52, IN17) 
(CD21) 
(Remaining Samples) 
FACTOR 3 vs 4. * 












































All of the 
codes quoted refer to the thin section samples. 
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TABLE 3.34 
BEARSDEN : 3, A, 5,7,31,13,15,16, (17), 19, (20) 
CRAMOND : 14,15, (16), 19,20,23,24,27,28,31,33,35, 
36,37,38 
BAR HILL : 54,55 
DUNTOCHER : . 
1'. a 
CROY HILL : A, IL, IA 
INVERESK : . 
1,2,3,7 
BEARSDEN IE I 
CRAMOND 11,3A 
BEARSDEN : 1,2, (6), 8,14 
CRAMOND : (17), 25 
BAR HILL : 51,53 
DUNTOCHER : 2, (3), 4,. 5.,. E, 7,. 2,10,11,14,15,16,17, 
(18), (20) 
CROY HILL : 1, (3), 5,6,9,10, (11), 13,15 
INVERESK : 5,12, (13), 15, jL,. JjL 
BAR HILL 52 
CRAMOND 2- 3 ,. U INVERESK 17 
The underlined samples are those 
seen as texturally outlying in the intra site study. ' 
The bracketed samples are the chemical outliers showing 
textural homogeneity. 
Associated with this 
forming a separate textural group on the 
default are those samples displaying too 
distribution to facilitate analysis: 
INVERESK : 4,9,11 
CRAMOND : 13,30 






The Cluster analysis results for 
the Raw textural data set: 
MEDIAN: 
(DTIO, 11,14,15,20,16,17, IN15) (IN17) (Remaining 
Samples) 
WARDS . CROUP AVER. Ar. F, . rRNTROTT). FTRXTRT. P 
'RrTA: 
(DT10,11,14,15,20,16,17, IN15) (Remaining Samples) 
McOUITTY. E: 
(DT10,11,14,15,20,16,17, IN15) (CH14), (Remaining 
Samples) 
NEAREST NEIGHBOUR: 
(DT10,11,14,15,20,16, IN15) (DT17) (CH14) (Remaining 
Samples) 
FURTHEST NETGHBOUR: 
(DT10,11,14,15,20,16,17, IN15, CH14) (Remaining 
Samples) 
As can be seen there is are good areas of 
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TABLZ 3.37 
BEARSDEN : 3,5,7,13,15,16,19, 
CRAMOND : 14,15,19,20,23,24,27,28,31,33,35,36,37,38 














BAR HILL : 52 
INVERESK : 17 
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TABLE 3.38 
TYPE A: 18 TYPE A: 
TYPE B: 4,10 TYPE B: 
TYPE C: 1,2,8,14 TYPE C: 
TYPE D: 17,20 TYPE D: 
TYPE E: 6 TYPE E: 
TYPE A: 4,8,14 TYPE A: 
TYPE B: - TYPE B: 
TYPE C: - TYPE C: 
TYPE D: 3,11 TYPE D: 
TYPE E: - TYPE E: 








TYPE B: 16,18 hM There were insufficient 
TYPE C: 3,17 samples to facilitate 
TYPE D: 13 such an analysis for 
TYPE E: - the BAR HILL material. 
Inhomogeneous textural outliers ....... TYPE A Homogeneous textural outliers ......... TYPE B Inhomogeneous non textural outliers ... TYPE C Chemically inhomogeneous but texturally 
homogeneous ........................... TYPE D Chemically inhomogeneous and texturally 
inhomogeneous ......................... TYPE E 
In effect the type A samples are those included in 
the analysis and underlined in table 3a. 10, showing a 
non "local" site assignation, type B on the other hand 
are -the underlined textural outliers which group with 
their respective source site groups. The type C samples 
are the homogeneous site defining samples which at the 
inter site level do not group with the parent site 
group. Types D and E refer to the chemically 
inhomogeneous samples that were included on the basis 
of theirýapparent textural homogeneity with the defined 
local ware group. The D samples are those which 
continue to fulfill this criteria whilst the E samples 




This table presents the results of 
the group membership Discriminant analysis performed on 
the chemically outlying samples excluded from the inter 









































CRAMOND 5 3 0.1156 
6 4 0.3880 
12 4 0.0271 
17 3 0.0000 
20 4 0.0881 
21 4 0.1067 
INVERESK 9 4 0.0024 
11 4 0.5095 
13 3 0.0029 
16 3 0.0394 
17 3 0.0130 
18 5 0.3345 * 
DUNTOCHER 16 4 0.0010 
17 4 0.0145 
29 1 0.5551 * 
35 3 0.4382 * 
37 4 0.6367 * 
Group 1- Bearsden/Bar Hill 
Group 2- Croy Hill 
Group 3- Cramond/Inveresk 
Group 4- Duntocher 
Group 5- General outlier grouping. 
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TABLE 3.40 
CR001 Y, 2 a, K 
0 CR002 X, lb, K 
0 CR003 3a, K 
CR004 X 3, + 
CR005 2, K 
CR006 'Y, la, K 
0 CR007 X, 4, K 
CROOS X, 4, K 
CR009 y' l' + 
0 cRolo 1, + 
0 cRoll 3p K 
0 CR012 X, 5, s 
0 CR013 1, + 
CR014 X, 1, + 
CR015 2, K 
Kev: 
Major Textural Change -X 
Subtle Textural Change -Y 
Chemically Outlying -0 
Petrological Fabric - 2a (eg) 
Distribution type (temper) -X (eg) 
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TABLE 3.4 1 
BD001 X 1, K 
BD002 X 1, + 
BD003 1, K 
BD004 2, + 
BD005 2, K 
0 BD006 2, K 
BD007 -2, K 
BD008 X 4, B 
BD010 2, K 
0 BD012 X, 3, B 
BD013 2, K 
BD014 X 3, K 
BD015 2, K 
BD016 2, K 
0 BD017 2, K 
BD018 X, 2, K 
BD019 2, K 




IN001 X, 1, K 
IN002 X, 1, K 
IN003 X, la, K 
IN004 * la, K 
IN005 1, K 
0 IN006 2, B 
0 IN007 X, 1, + 
0 IN008 * lb, S 
IN009 * la, s 
IN010 2, B 
IN011 * la, S 
IN012 1, K 
0 IN013 1, K 
IN014 3, + 
IN015 1, K 
IN016 X, 1, K 
IN017 X, 1, S 
IN018 X, 1, K 
The 11*11 addition to the 
coding key identifies samples displying a grain size 
distribution too biased to facilitate compensation, 
transformation and thus data analytical proceedures. 
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TABLE 3.43 
CRAM013 *, 2, K 
CRAM014 2a, K 
CRAM015 X, 2b, 
0 CRAMO 16 1, K 
0 CRAMO 17 3, K 
CRAM018 X, 1 K 
CRAM019 1 K 
CRAM020 1, K 
CRAM021 X, 2a, K 
0 CRAM022 4, K 
CRAM023 2a, K 
CRAM024 2a, K 
CRAM025 X, 2b, K 
0 CRAM026 *, la, K 
CRAM027 2b, K 
CRAM028 1, K 
0 CRAM029 4, K 
CRAM030 2c, s 
CRAM031 2b, K 
CRAM032 X, 2, K 
CRAM033 2a, K 
CRAM034 X, ' 2a, K 
CRAM035 1, K 
CRAM036 I la, K 
CRAM037 X, 2b, K 
CRAM038 X, 2a, K 
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TABLE 3.45 
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4.1 ... Bearsden Production Catchment. 4.2 ... Croy Hill Daub (Cs vs Na). 4.3 ... Croy Hill Pottery + Daub (Hf vs Na). 
4.4 ... Croy Hill Pottery + Daub (Na vs Co). 4.5 ... Cramond Pottery + Tile (Cs vs Hf). 4.6 ... Cramond Pottery + Daub (Hf vs Na). 4.7 ... Cramond Pottery, Daub + Tile (Cs vs Hf). 
4.8... Bearsden Daub (Co vs Hf). 
4.9 ... Bearsden Pottery + Daub (Np vs Hf). 
4.10.. Bearsden Pottery + Daub (Ta vs Np). 
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FIGURE 4.1 
Suggested Bearsden Production Catchment 
POTTERY 
MADE IN SCOTLAND 
DJB/KFH 
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4.1 ... Firing Assessment Homogeneity Test. 
4.2 ... Petrology of Croy Hill Daub - Frequency. 4.3 ... Petrology of Croy Hill Daub - Size. 4,. 4 ... Petrology of Croy Hill Daub - Shape. 4.5 ... Croy Hill Daub Elemental Composition. 4.6 ... Petrology of Cramond Tile. 4.7 ... Cramond Tile Elemental Composition. 4.8 ... Cramond Daub Elemental Composition. 4.9 ... Petrology of Cramond Daub - Frequency. 4.10.. Petrology of Cramond Daub - Size. 
4.1l.. Petrology of Cramond Daub - Shape. 
4.12.. Petrology of Bearsden Daub. 
4.13.. Bearsden Daub Elemental Composition. 
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TABLE 4.1 
RESULTS FOR FIRING EFFECT ASSESSMENT 
Coefficient of Variation Results For Unfired + Fired Repeat Daub Samples (%)- 
Sample: Co Rb Eu Hf Cr Fe cs Th Ta 
CDO02 2.542 27.502 3.053 6.081 1.801 6.743 
, 
15.436 3.175 26.984 
CDO03 0.845 30.788 3.557 6.955 3.587 2.251 1.481 5.426 4.827 
CDO04 5.388 8.287 8.880 4.329 3.818 2.976 6.667 21.875 0.893 
CDOOG 2.861 9.186 4.631 13.562 1.968 0.776 5.405 0.855 0.535 
CDO07 0.818 11.296 0.437 0.266 0.662 4.391 10.363 4.065 12.500 
CDOOS 14.603 4.818 1.167 4.106 12.179 1.266 15.254 6.061 7.692 
Comparative Traditio nal Pre-Fi ring Homogeneity Res ult3 (1). 
CDO01 3.211 51.486 4.762 7.874 5.702 2.817 9.000 3.817 15.702 
CDO02 2.441 10.827 4.382 '7.453 0.503 5.218 10.457 3.030 5.555 
CDOOS 54.626 50.245 7.473 9.682 14.718 1.914 4.790 10.791 16.596 
Co Pa Yb Na La Sm 
2.963 0.636 9.209 3.742 2.307 1.733 
1.941 4.281 0.965 3.351 2.503 1.937 
10.215 8.180 - 5.087 7.379 12.800 
1.608 2.728 7.527 6.552 
, 
1.844 4.687 
0.020 1.049 2.804 0.045 1.795 0.337 
2.850 0.000 - 0.833 3.194 0.666 
4.040 0.620 - 3.239 2.471 2.794 
2.019 0.895 8.451 3.841 4.995 1.842 
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TABLE 4.3 
PETROLOGY OF CROY HILL DAUB SAMPLES - SIZE DATA (mm): 
CHERT FELDSPAR MICROCLINE 
cy001 0.20-0.8 (Typ 0.2) 0.12-0.33 
cy002 Typ 1.25 
CY003 0.07-0.52 
cy004 0.35-0.65 0.02-0.2 
CYOOS Typ 0.2 0.15-0.2 Typ 0.15 
CY006 0.1-0.52 






SANDSTONE PYROXENE CLAY CALCITE 
CYOOI 0.2-8.5 0.1-0.32 0.1-0.3 cy002 Typ 0.7 Typ 0.2 
cy003 0.05-0.62 (TYP 0.15) Typ 0.37 CY004 0.05-0.4 (Typ 0.2) 0.3-0.5 
cy005 Typ 0.35 0.1-0.3 Typ 2.5 Typ 0.45 CY006 0.6-5.2 0.05-0.42 Typ 0.18 CY007 Typ 0.5 Typ 0.15 Typ 0.2 CYOOS 0.32-2.6 0.05-0.. 42 
cy009 Typ 0.1 
cy010 
CYOII Typ 0.22 0.15-0.25 0.2-0.35 
CY012 
ROCK SHALE OPAQUE MICA 
cy001 0.4-2.5 0.65-4.1 (Typ 0.7) 0.1-2.0 (Typ 0.4) TYp, 0.1 
CY002 0.15-6.0 (Typ 0.7) 0.1-0.5 (Typ 0.2) Typ 0.1 
cy003 0.4-3.1 (Typ 0.7 0.32-2.2 0.1-0.5 (Typ 0.3) 
CY004 0.6-1.5 Typ 1.0 0.1-1.6 (Typ 0.25) 
cy005 0.42-1.1 0.05-0.5 (Typ 0.25) Typ 0.7 
CY006 0.42-9.0 0.4-1.0 Typ 0.5 
CY007 0.6-4.0 0.05-3.5 (Typ 0.5) Typ 0.1 
CYOO8 Typ 1.6 0.25-1.7 (Typ 0.45) Typ 0.35 
cy009 0.05-0.2 
cy010 0.03-0.2 
CYOI1 0.4-4.35 0.05-0.4 (Typ 0.15) Typ 0.17 
cy012 Typ 0.8 
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TABLE 4.4 
PETROLOGY OF CROY HILL DAUB SAMPLES - SHAPE parameters: 
CHERT FELDSPAR MICROCLINE SANDSTONE PYROXENE CLAY CALCITE ROCK 
cyool SR SA SA SA SR SA 
CY002 SA SR SA 
CY003 SA SA SA SA 
CY004 SR SA SA SA SA SA 
CY005 SR SA SR SR SA SA SA SA 
CY006 SA SA SA SA SA 
CY007 SR SA SR SA SA SR SA 
CY008 SA SA SA SA 
CY009 SA 
CY010 
Cyoll SA SA SA SR SA 
CY012 SA 
Quartz Fraction: 
SHALE OPAQUE MICA Sorting: 
CY001 L SA F SR-SA PPOR 
CY002 L SA F SR-SA POOR 
CY003 L SA SR-SA MODERATE 
CY004 L SA SR-SA POOR 
CY005 SA F SR-A POOR 
CY006 R-L SA SR-SA POOR 
CY007 SA F SR-SA POOR 
CY008 L SA SR-SA POOR 
CY009 F SR-SA MODERATE 
CY010 F SR-A WELL 
CY011 SR r SR-SA POOR 
CY012 SA MODERATE 
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TABLE 4.5 
Elemental Concentrations (ppm): 
Daub Groups Cc Rb ru Mf Cr Fe Cs Tb 
L802 1.395 3.384 0.114 0.561 5.921 3618.919 0.093 0.060 
LDKI 0.707 5.160 0.096 0.252 7.616 3338.527 0.362 0.050 
LDKI (h) 0.633 5.922 0.090 0.336 7.463 3504.448 0.424 0.060 
LB02 2.497 3.157 0.211 0.456 5.559 4009.338 0.139 0.056 
LBO 2.500 4.643 0.133 0.566 4.422 3976.054 0.299 0.063 
LDH 2.329 4.355 0.100 0.408 7.028 3701.474 0.334 0.057 
Coefficient of variation values M: 
Homogeneity: 5.522 6.876 3.226 14.286 1.015 2.425 7.888 9.091 
Total Daub: 30.915 21.627 13.172 26.413 18.028 6.514 47.128 7.126 
Daub + Pottery: 28.155 -24.318 9.465 30.275 14.554 8.858 27.356 -9.693 
Ta Co Pa Np Yb Na La Sm 
0.045 4.823 0.568 - 0.254 410.456 2.620 0.436 
0.034 5.567 0.828 0.198 0.177 102.699 3.200 0.382 
0.128 5.752 0.894 -- 85.719 3.370 0.382 
0.030 3.802 0.523 - 440 24 1 1 2 241 394 0 
0.047 6.173 0.924 - 
;. 
209 546: 9 56 3: 117 0 : 461 
0.056 5.613 0.831 0.181 138.915 3.116 0.408 
s8.025 1.634 3.833 - 9.012 2.587 0.000 
58.277 24.660 20.597 14.971 63.940 24.276 7.205 
41.090 14.505 26.653 23.010 89.058 13.071 8.078 
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TABLE 4.6 
CRAMOND TILE PETROLOGY DATA: 
Froquency Datat 













Bit* Data (m)s 
CRA029 0.11-0.4 (Typ 0.02) Typ 0.7 
CRA040 0.08-1.0 (Typ 0.17) 0.4-0.9 (TYP 0-6) 
CRA041 0.4-0.5 0.05-1.0 Typ 0.12 Typ 0.36 
CRA042 0.05-0.8 (Typ 0.4) Typ 0.5 
Shape Para»terst 
CRA039 SR-SA SA SA 
CRA040 SA SA 
CRA041 SA SA SA 
CRA042 SA SA 
PYROXENE CA=ITE ROCK OPAQUE MICA 
CRA029 x xx R 
CRA040 x xx x 
CRA041 x x xx R 
CRA042 x x x xx x+ 
Typ 0.8 0.05-1.0 (Typ 0.25) Typ 0.02 
CRA029 Typ 0.66 0.1-3.0 (Typ 0.2) 0.02-0.2 
CRA040 0.15-1.26 (Typ 0.32) Typ 0.25 0.05-0.7 (Typ 0.25) Typ 0.02 
CRA041 0.4-0.45 Typ 1.25 0.05-1.0 (Typ 0.25) Typ 0.02 
CRA039 A Sh F 
CRA040 A SA F 
CRA041 SR-A A SA F 
CRA042 SA SA Sh Sk F 
COARSE MEDIUM FINE SILT 
CRA039 x x x x 
CRA040 x x xx x 
CRA041 x xx x 
CRA042 R x X* xx 
Quartz Fraction: Sorting; 
CRAD39 SR-sh POOR 
CRA040 SR-Sh WELL 
CRA041 SR-Sh MODERATE 
CRA042 SR-SA MODERATE 
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TABLE 4.8 
Elemental Concentrations for Cramond Daub Samples. 
Sample: Cc Rb EU Mf Cr To CS Tb 
CDOOI 0.648 1.600 0.120 0.911 5.988 1906.524 0.091 0.063 
CDOOI (hl) 0.691 4.996 0.132 0.778 5.342 2027.043 0.109 0.068 
CDO02 0.575 1.728 0.127 2.099 5.804 2626.790 0.096 0.061 
CDO03 0.939 5.036 0.131 1.038 6.235 3340.490 0.137 0.068 
CDO03 (h2) 0.986 4.052 0.120 0.994 6.298 3708.277 0.169 0.064 
CDO04 1.555 3.929 0.241 0.735 6.524 3674.568 0.224 0.078 
CDO05+6 1.672 6.240 0.122 0.829 7.279 3227.583 0.195 0.059 
CDO07 2.427 4.523 0.225 0.750 6.525 3778.301 0.173 0.064 
CDOOS 2.155 3.398 0.230 2.528 20.012 5803.407 0.175 0.062 
CDOOB (h3) 3.936 10.262 0.151 2.250 7.443 6035.120 0.159 0.077 
CDO09 1.541 9.365 0.114 0.791 6.820 5209.243 0.233 0.059 
CDOIO 1.288 4.086 0.133 1.190 9.873 4069.540 0.247 0.069 
CDOII 2.318 4.243 0.135 1.413 8.502 5985.440 0.167 0.073 
CDO22 6.307 24.324 0.216 0.662 5.174 8348.204 0.211 0.062 
Coefficient of Variation Values (%)t 
Homogeneity (hl): 3.211 51.486 *4.762 7.874 5.702 2.817 9.000 3.827 
flomoqeneity (h2): 2.442 10.827 4.382 ". 451 0.503 5.218 10.457 3.030 
Homoqeneity (h3): 54.626 50.245 7.473 9.682 24.718 1.914 4.790 10.791 
All Daub Samples: 99.730 57.539 7.976 29.588 28.245 42.316 32.504 20.220 
Daub + Pottery: 78.170 39.623 7.709 50.679 23.787 33.239 26.524 20.397 
Ta C* Pa Yb Ma La Sm 
0.070 4.964 0.568 0.185 272.398 2.506 0.4B7 
0.051 5.382 0.561 - 254.366 2.633 0.515 
0.080 5.060 0.633 0.182 337.070 2.541 0.482 
0.076 5.001 0.609 0.154 304.903 2.785 0.500 
0.068 4.803 0.620 0.230 329.261 2.520 0.463 
0.123 5.929 0.734 - 376.337 3.063 0.564 
0.093 4.991 0.659 0.200 365.239 2.706 0.469 
0.099 4.868 0.613 0.256 373.282 2.599 0.447 
0.098 5.521 0.757 - 513.414 2.758 0.529 
0.237 6.473 0.732 0.224 482.328 3.045 0.572 
0.099 4.921 0.649 0.197 332.526 2.713 0.456 
0.092 6.361 0.906 0.223 362.600 3.277 0.591 
0.097 4.854 0.689 0.219 461.362 2.769 0.554 
0.057 4.517 0.653 0.196 408.003 2.685 0.469 
15.702 4.040 0.620 - 3.239 2.471 2.794 
5.555 2.019 0.995 8.452 3.941 4.995 3.942 
26.596 7.937 1.679 - 3.122 4.946 3.905 
25.421 9.751 12.296 20.019 29.364 6.610 9.366 
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PETROLOGY OF DAUB SAMPLES - INCLUSION SIZE DATA (mm): 
CHERT FELDSPAR 
CD001 0.12-0.32 (Typ 0.24) 
CD002 Typ 0.17 0.05-0.13 
CD003 0.04-1.3 (Typ 0.1) 
CD004 Typ 0.2 0.11-0.27 
CD005 Typ 0.11 0.04-1.4 
CD006 0.13-0.22 0.13-0.35 
CD007 0.18-3.0 0.15-0.25 
CD008 0.12-0.42 Typ 0.08 
CD009 0.07-0.4 
CDOIO Typ 0.12 




CD002 Typ 0.05 
CD003 Typ 0.14 
CD004 0.12-0.38 
CD005 Typ 0.15 
CD006 
CD007 Typ 0.1 
CD008 Typ 0.15 
CD009 Typ 0.15 
CDOIO 
CD011 Typ 0.08 









CD008 Typ 0.75 
CD009 0.13-3.2 
CDOIO 





SANDSTONE PYROXENE CALCITE 
0.53-1.22 0.06-0.3 Typ 0.2 
0.06-0.4 (Typ 0.26) 
0.09-0.37 
0.37-2.8 0.08-0.5 (Typ 0.17) 0.2-0.54 
0.5-7.0 0.07-0.28 Typ 0.6 
0.8-1.7 ' 0.07-0.51 
0.15-0.7 0.17-0.28 Typ 0.2 
0.2-0.38 
Typ 0.43 0.1-0.2 
0.13-0.57 (Typ 0.15) 
SHALE OPAQUE MICA 
0.1-0.5 (Typ 0.15) 0.05-0.15 
Typ 0.35 0.02-1.0 (TYp 0.06) 
0.1-0.25 (Typ 0.18) 0.02-0.15 
0.7-1.1 0.1-1.5 (Typ 0.8) Typ 0.35 
0.6-2.5 0.25-0.75 0.02-0.2 
0.15-3.5 0.05-0.5 (Typ 0.2) 0.03-0.3 (Typ 0.1) 
Typ 1.2 0.05-1.8 (Typ 0.25) 0.05-0.37 
Typ 0.25 Typ 0.15 
0.05-1.5 (Typ 0.35) 0.02-0.2 
Typ 0.1 0.02-0.23 (Typ 0.1) 
0.2-0.7 0.15-1.5 (Typ 0.75) 0.02-0.16 
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5.1 ... Correlation Check Scatterplot (Pa vs Ce). 5.2 ... Correlation Check Scatterplot (La vs Pa). 5.3 ... Correlation Check Scatterplot (La vs Ce). 5.4 ... Discriminant Scatterplot (Chemical Data). 5.5 ... Principal Components (1 vs 2) Scatterplot. 5.6 ... Principal Components (1 vs 3) Scatterplot. 5.7 ... Principal Components (2 VS 3) Scatterplot. 5.8 ... M. D-Scaling Scatterplot (1 vs 2). 5.9 ... M. D-Scaling Scatterplot (1 vs 3). 5.10.. M. D-Scaling Scatterplot (2 vs 3). 
5.1l.. Repeat of Plot 5.8 with Cluster Coding. 
5.12.. Repeat of Plot 5.9 with Cluster Coding. 
5.13.. Repeat of Plot 5.10 with Cluster Coding. 
5.14.. M. D-Scaling Scatterplot (1 vs 2- WEIGHTED). 
5.15.. M. D-Scaling Scatterplot (1 vs 3- WEIGHTED). 
5.16.. M. D-Scaling Scatterplot (2 vs 3- WEIGHTED). 
5.17.. Repeat of Plot 5.14 with Cluster Coding. 
5.18.. Repeat of Plot 5.15 with Cluster Coding. 
5.19.. Repeat of Plot 5.16 with Cluster Coding. 
5.20.. Discriminant Scatterplot ( 29 Grp Solution). 
5.2l.. Discriminant Scatterplot (3 Grp Solution). 
5.22.. Discriminant Scatterplot (4 Grp Solution). 
5.23.. Principal Components (1 vs 2) Scatterplot. 
5.24.. Principal Components (1 vs 3) Scatterplot. 
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FI GURE 5.20 
Discrirrdnant Scatterplot 
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Principal Components Scatterplot 
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5.1 ... Attribute Analysis Data Set. 5.2 ... Skewness and Kurtosis Values. 5.3 ... Correlation Coefficients. 5.4 ... Discriminant Analysis Details (Chemical Data). 5.5 ... Principal Components Details (Chemical Data). 5.6 ... Chemical Analysis Result Set. 5.7 ... Attribute Analysis Stopping Rule Result. 5.8 ... Cluster Group Codes. 5.9 ... Corresponding Stamp + Form Data. 5.10.. Key For Stamp + Form Codes. 
5.1l.. Weighted Attribute Stopping Rule Result. 
5.12.. Weighted Cluster Group Codes. 
5.13.. Corresponding Stamp + Form Information. 
5.14.. Petrological Homogeneity Values. 
5.15.. Textural Cluster Solution (29 Grp). 
5.16.. Textural Cluster Solution (3 Grp). 
5.17.. Discriminant Details. 
5.18.. Final Textural Solution. 
5.19.. Principal Components Details. 
5.20.. Corresponding Stamp + Form Data. 
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TABLZ 5.1 
NMO12 5 2 2 1 2 
NM011 5 3 2 2 3 
NMO10 5 2 2 2 2 
NMOO8 5 1 1 1 2 
NS002 5 1 1 2 2 
NS001 5 3 0 2 2 
H019 5 1 3 1 1 
H020 1 1 1 0 2 
H021 5 1 3 0 2 
H022 3 2 3 2 1 
H023 5 2 2 0 1 
NM006 3 1 1 5 1 
NMOOS 3 2 0 5 2 
NM004 4 2 2 0 1 
NM003 5 3 0 1 2 
NM002 1 2 0 0 1 
NM001 5 3 0 0 2 
CRO16 5 1 2 1 1 
CRO19 3 3 0 1 2 
RB003 2 4 0 0 3 
IN012 5 2 3 0 1 
RB002 1 5 0 0 1 
RB001 3 4 1 0 1 
NMO17 5 3 3 0 2 
NMO16 5 1 2 0 2 
NMO15 5 1 3 0 2 
NMO14 5 2 2 0 2 
NM020 5 1 1 0 2 
H014 2 1 1 1 3 
H015 2 1 1 2 2 
H016 2 2 0 1 2 
H017 4 1 3 1 2 
H018 5 2 1 1 1 
H012 2 2 0 0 3 
NM021 2 3 1 0 2 
RB004 1 5 0 0 2 
HOll 5 3 1 0 2 
NM024 2 2 1 0 3 
NM023 2 2 1 1 2 
NM022 2 2 1 0 2 
RB009 2 5 0 0 1 
RB008 2 4 0 0 2 
RB007 2 4 0 0 2 
H007 5 2 1 0 1 
H008 5 3 1 0 2 
H009 5 1 2 0 2 
Holo 5 3 2 0 1 
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NM019 5 4 0 2 1 
CR017 5 1 1 0 1 
NM009 5 4 1 1 2 
H001 2 5 1 0 2 
H003 5 2 1 0 0 
H004 5 2 1 0 1 
H005 5 3 0 2 1 
H006 5 2 1 0 1 
NM025 4 3 2 3 3 
NM007 4 2 2 0 3 
H013 2 1 1 0 2 
NM013 5 1 2 0 2 
CR018 1 1 0 0 3 
H002 2 2 2 2 2 
NM012 5 2 2 1 2 
RB005 1 5 0 0 1 
RB006 1 4 0 1 2 
NM018 4 3 2 0 1 
IN028 5 2 2 0 3 
IN027 5 2 2 0 3 
IN026 5 2 2 0 3 
IN025 5 2 2 0 2 
IN024 5 2 1 0 1 
IN023 5 2 1 2 2 
IN022 5 2 1 2 2 
IN021 5 3 1 1 1 
IN020 5 2 1 2 2 
-IN019 5 1 2 0 1 
CAN001 4 4 0 0 1 
CAN002 4 5 1 0 1 
CAN003 3 5 0 0 1 
CAN004 4 4 0 0 2 
CAN005 4 4 1 0 4 
CAN006 1 4 0 0 4 
CAN007 1 4 0 0 4 
CAN008 4 4 0 0 3 
CAN009 3 5 0 0 1 
CAN010 3 5 0 0 2 
CAN011 3 5 0 0 1 
H024 5 1 3 0 1 
H025 4 4 0 1 1 
H026 5 1 3 0 1 
H027 2 1 0 1 4 
H028 3 1 2 2 3 
H029 5 2 2 1 2 
H030 3 4 0 0 1 
H031 3 4 1 1 2 
H032 4 4 0 0 2 
H033 5 4 1 0 3 
H034 4 1 2 1 3 
H035 5 2 1 3 4 
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H036 4 1 2 0 2 
H037 3 3 1 3 4 
H038 3 3 2 1 3 
NM026 5 3- 2 0 2 
NM027 5 2 2 0 3 
NM028 5 3 1 0 2 
NM029 5 4 1 0 3 
NM030 5 
., 
3 0 0 2 
CRO13 1 3 0 1 3 
CRO14 1 3 0 0 4 










Eu -0.012 0.093 
Hf 0.938 2.582 
Cr -0.013 2.228 
Fe -0.387 5.190 
Cs 1.036 1.883 
Ce 0.782 1.406 
Pa 0.061 1.041 
Na 1.992 4.647 
La 0.778 3.384 
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TABLZ 5.3 
Co vs Eu : -0.0574 Co vs Hf : 0.0623 
Co vs Cr : 0.1987 Co vs Fe : 0.1838 
Co vs Cs : 0.0897 Co vs Ce : -0.2564 
Co vs Pa : -0.3498 Co vs Na : 0.3886 
Co vs La : -0.2842, 
Eu vs Hf : 0.1897 Eu vs Cr : -0.0414 
Eu vs Fe : 0.0105 Eu vs Cs : 0.0260 
Eu vs Ce : 0.5299 Eu vs Pa : 0.2575 
Eu vs Na : -0.1356 Eu vs La : 0.5040 
Hf vs Cr : 0.4224 Hf vs Fe : 0.2883 
Hf vs Cs : -0.3830 Hf vs Ce : -0.0292 
Hf vs Pa : -0.0083 Hf vs Na 0.5311 
Hf vs La : 0.1042 
Cr vs Fe : 0.1731 Cr vs Cs : -0.0016 Cr vs Ce : -0.0153 Cr vs Pa : -0.0167 
Cr vs Na : 0.0731 Cr vs La : 0.1541 
Fe vs Cs : -0.0463 Fe vs Ce : -0.1501 
Fe vs Pa : -0.0336 Fe vs Na 0.2815 
Fe vs La : 0.0015 
Cs vs Ce : 0.1332 Cs vs Pa : 0.2179 
Cs vs Na : -0.3057 Cs vs La : 0.1540 
Ce vs Pa : 0.7987 Ce vs Na : -0.3286 Ce vs La : 0.8661 
Pa vs Na : -0.3250 Pa vs La : 0.7737 
Na vs La : -0.2652 
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* FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR. CUM PCT. 
1 3.3004 33 33 
2 2.05352 20.5 53.5 
3 1.21304 12.1 65.7 
4 0.94141 9.4 75.1 
5 0.8393 8.4 83.5 
6 0.67258 6.7 90.2 
7 0.50765 5.1 95.3 
-8 
0.24354 2.4 97.7 
9 0.1347 1.3 99.1 
10 0.09385 0.9 100 
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX 




CE 0.91934 '-0.11637 -0.11538 
PA 0.84253 -0.10801 -0.16513 
EU 0.62436 0.06122 0.11116 
CR 0.13485 0.66341 
Co -0.36077 0.65968 
FE -0.00834 0.59179 















"EMI" x 12 
INVOMANDUS x 3 
? Scottish x 2 
Rough CAstle Native x 1 
"BRIGIA" ' X, * 1 
Newstead Pipe x 2 
-Mumrills Native x 1 
TICICV11 
Duntocher x 1 




"VBRN" x 10 
(Rossington)"SARRIUS" x 8 
Balmuildv-A x 1 
IISARRIUSII x 2 
? Scottish x 1 
Newstead Tile x 2 




Newstead Nat ive 





stopping Rule one 
MEAN: 0.371 
STD. DEV: 0.344 











Stopping Rule Two 
MOVING GROUP PROPORTION: 0.800 
MEAN FORECAST ERROR: 0.065 
ABSOLUTE MEAN FORECAST ERROR: 0.065 




-------- ------ - 
2.57 













National, Museum: (12,11,10,8,4,3,1,17,16,15,14,20,19,9 
25,7,13,12,18,26r27,28,29,30) 
Hunterian : (19,21,22,23,17,18,11,7,8,9,10,3,4,5 
6,2,24,26,28,29,33,34,36,38) 
Inveresk : (28,27,26,25,24,23,22,21,20,19) 
Croy Hill : (16,17,15) 
Newstead : (1,2)- 
Cantley : (5) - 
National Museum: (2,21,24,23,22) 
Hunterian : (20,14,15,16,12,1,13,25,27,30,31,32) 
Rossington : (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) 
Cantley : (1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,11) 
Croy Hill- : (13,14,18,19) 
Group 3- 
National Museum: (5,6) 
Hunterian : (35,37) 
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TABLZ 5.9 
"EMI" x 17 
Newstead Pipe x 2 
Rough naRtle Nat-ivp x 4 
Newstead Tile x 1 
IICICV'l x 8 
Balmnildy-A x 8 
Mumrills x 2 
Tnveresk x 10 
Newstead Misc., x 3 
IIVBRN" -x 
? Scottish x 4 
"INVOMANDUS" x 2 
"BRIGIA" x 1 
Croy Hill x 1 
Rar Hi II x, 6 
Newstead Native x 1 
? Rnnttish x 2 
(Rossington)"SARRIUS" x 9 
Mumrills-n x 4 
Ralmuildv-A x 1 
Rn nt-- t- i -, h x 1 
"VBRN" x 7 
Trademark "CII x 3 
IISARRIUSII x 2 
"SHELL" x 1 
IIEMIII x 1 




Croy Hill N tive 
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TA33LE 5.10 
EMI 11EMI11 Stamped Ware. 
PIPE - Pipe fragment from site of Newstead. 
NATIVE - Fragments of very coarse pottery 
described as "Native" by the 
excavators, From sites of Mumrills, 
Croy Hill, Newstead and Rough Castle. 
TILE - Fragments of tile from the site of 
Newstead. 
CICV - 11CICV11 Stamped Ware. 
BAR HILL - Bar Hill form group. 
BALMUILDY-A - Balmuildy type A form group. 
MUMRILLS - Mumrills form group. 
? SCOTTISH - Form and Fabric group possibly local 
to Scotland and from a range of 
sites on and around the wall. 
SARRIUS - "SARRIUS" stamped Ware. 
NEWSTEAD - Misc. thick walled coarse ware 
fragments from Newstead. 
MUMRILLS-D - Mumrills type D form group. 
INVERESK - Inveresk form and fabric group. 
VBRN - "VBRN" Stamped Ware from Cantley. 
TRADEMARK - Trademark Stamped Ware. 
SHELL - Shell Stamped Ware. 
INVOMANDUS, "INVOMANDUS11 Stamped Ware. 
BRIGIA "BRIGIA11 Stamped Ware. 
CROY Croy Hill form and fabric group. 
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TABLE 5.11 
Stopping Rule One 
MEANi 0.242 ''- 
STD. DEV: 0.343 











Stopping Rule Two 
MOVING GROUP PROPORTION: 0.800 
MEAN FORECAST ERROR: 0.226 
ABSOLUTE MEAN FORECAST ERROR: 0.226 
NUMBER OF FORECASTS: 11 













National Museum: (12,11,10,8,4,3,1,17,16,15,, 14,20,19, 
9,7,13,12,30,29,28,27,26) 
Hunterian : (19,21,23,17,18,11,7,8,9,10,, 3,4,5,6, 
24,26,29,36,35,34,33) 
Inveresk : (28,27,26,25,24,23,22,21,20,19) 
Newstead : (1,2) 
Croy Hill : (16,17) 
National Museum: (6,5,2,21,24,23,22,25,18) 
Hunterian : (20,22,14,15,16,12,1,13,2,25,27,28, 
30,31,32,37,38) 
Rossington : (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) 
Cantley : (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11) 
Croy Hill : (13,14,15,18,19) 
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TABLE 5.13 
"EMI " x 18 
Newstead Pipe x 1 
Rough castlp- native x 3 
Newstead Tile x 1 
IICICVII x 8 
Balmuildy=A x 5 
Mumrills. x 2 
? Snnttish x 4 
Inveresk x 10 
Newstpaa Misn. x 3 
INVOMANDUS 11 x 2 
"BRIGIAll x I 
Rar Hi 1 1ý x 6 
Ra Imu iI ciy=A X 4 
Mumrillq NAtive X 1 
Crov Hill Native X I 
Newstead Native x 1 
? Scottish x 4 
(Rossington)"SARRIUS" x 9 
Mumrills=a x 4 
Newstead Pinp X 1 
ScottiA x 1 
Rough Castle Native x 1 
"VBRN" x 8 
Trademark IICII x 3 
"SARRIUSII x 2 
"SHELL" x 1 
11 EMI 11 x 1 















































National Museum: (17,18,22,19,12,28) 
Hunterian : (8,2,1,14,38,16) 
Rossington : (1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9) 
Cantley : (2,7,4,8,11,6,5,9,3,10,1) 
r, rnun ? 4, 
National Museum: (10,14) 
Hunterian : (5,10,12,37) 
Croy Hill : (19) 
GrouR 3L 
National museum: (1,9,29,30) 
Hunterian : (11,15,20) 
Newstead : (l)ý 
Group 4. - 
Hunterian : (30,33) 
Inveresk : (20,21) 
Newstead : (2) 
r, rnup -r;. -. ' Hunterian : (3,6,35) 
Group 6. L 
Hunterian : (18,36) 
Group 7- 
National museum: (4) 
Hunterian : (27) 
r, rnup A 
Hunterian (19) 
GrouiD 9: J6 
National museum: (11) 
Group 10! 
Inveresk : (24) 
Rossington : (4) 
Group 11: 
National Museum: (27) 
nrnup 12! 





























National Museum: (3ý 
GrouR 20: 
National Museum: (7) 
Group 21: 
National Museum: (2,21,231ý 
Hunterian : (7,13) 
Inveresk -: (28) 
Group 22: 
National Museum: (24) 
GrouR 23: 
Hunterian : (25) 
r, roup 24! 
National Museum: (25,26) 
Hunterian : (31,32) 
GrouR 25! 
National Museum: (16) 
GrouR 26: 
Hunterian : (17) 
Group 27: 
National Museum: (20) 
t. 
Grour> 28: 
Inveresk : (25) 
Group 29: 
Hunterian : (34) 
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TABIX 5.16 
National Museum: (19,18,17,22,12,28,11,2a, 1,1,. I) 
Hunterian 
- L, 2d, 31,1E, 10 
Rossington : (1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9) 
Cýntley : (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11) 
Croy Hill : (. 19. ) 
National Museum: (2,21,23,24,25,26,16,9,30,29,1,20) 
Hunterian : (7,13,31,32,11,15,20,30,33,17) 
Inveresk : (2-Q, 21,2 5,2 8) 
Newstead : (l, Z) 
National Museum: (3,7,8,27) 
Hunterian : (9,22,23,24,25,26,28,29,34) 
Inveresk : (22,23,24,26,27) 
Rossington : (4) 
Croy Hill (17), 
The samples comprising the Wards group 4, have been 
underlined in the listing given above. 
Silt Rinsed "Default QrnuR:, 
National Museum: (13,15) 
Hunterian : (4,21) 
Inveresk : (19) 
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National Museum: (19,18,17,22,12,28,10,14,1,11,2A) 
Hunterian : (1,2,8,14,38,16,5,12,10,37,3,35 - 
- 6,27,19,21) 
Rossington .: (1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9) Cantley : (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11) 
Croy Hill : (19) 
National Museum: (2,21,23,25,26,16,9,30,29,1,20) 
Hunterian : (7,13,31,32,11,15,20,30,33,17) 
Inveresk : (20,21,25,28) 
Newstead : (1,2) 
National Museum: (3,7,8,27) 
Hunterian : (9,22,23,24,26,28,29,34, IA,. 3-E) 
Inveresk : (22,23,24,26,27) 
Rossington : (4) 
Croy Hill : (17) 
Samples reassigned by the Discriminanat analysis are 
underlined. 
Silt Rimed "nefault'Grollj; LL 
National Museum: (13,15) 
Hunterian : (4,21) 
Inveresk : (19) 















* FACTOR 'EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR. CUM PCT. 
3.20999 32.1 32.1 
2 44957 J. 14.5 46.6 
3 . 1.29617 13.0 59.6 
4 1.14283 11.4 71.0 
5 _ 0.86585 8.7 79.6 
6 0.79205 7.9 87.6 
7 0.66309 6.6 94.2 
8 0.49535 5.0 99.1 
9 0.08008 0.8 99.9 
10 0.00502 0.1 100.0 
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX 
FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 
B4 0.75437 --0.15043 0.14035 0.24105 
B9 -0.7307 -0.07617 0.14899 0.05147 
B2 0.72828 0.5056 0.22199 -0.24811 
B3 0.70483 0.51185 0.28378 -0.16004 
B8 -0.01282 -0.86952, . -0.2414 -0.00163 B5 0.06956 0.61459' '0.25415 0.12581 
B6 -0.03581 --0.00947 0.76025 -0.28895 
Bll -0.0937 -0.19986 -0.71957 -0.45804 
B10 -0.49837 0.05381"" -0.55189 -0.01651 
B7 -0.02952 0.04532 -0.06731 0.90693 
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TABLE 5.20 
CorresRonding Form/StamD Codes! 
(Rossington)"SARRIUS" x 8 
IIVBRN" x 8 
Trademark "C" x 3 
Balmuildy-A x 6 
IIEMIII x 6 
Bar Hill x 3 
Duntocher x 2 
Ilcicvll x 1 
IISARRIUSII x 1 
Rough Castle Native x 3 
Mumrills-D x 3 
"INVOMANDUS" x 1 
? Scottish x 1 
x1 
"SHELL" x 1 
"EMI" x 8 
Par Hill x 3 
"SARRIUSII x 1 
IICICVII x 1 
Tnveresk x 4 
Newstead Native x 1 
Mumrills x 1 
Mumrills-D x 2 
Newstead Pir)e x 
IIINVOMANDUSII x 
IIBRIGIAII x 
Newstead Misn x 2 
Group 3, 
(Rossington)"SARRIUS" x 1 
Tnveresk x 5 
"EMI" x 3 
Rough Castle Native x 1 
Newstead Misc x 1 
Ralmuildy-A x 2 
VICICV11 x 2 
Duntocher x 1 
? Rnnttiqb x 2 
Silt Riaspri 'IT)P-fai3lt" Groun: 










6.1 ... Peacocks Modes Of Pottery Production. 
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TABLE 6.1 
MODES OF POTTERY PRODUCTION 
1. HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTION 
2. HOUSEHOLD INDUSTRY 
3. INDIVIDUAL WORKSHOPS 
4. NUCLEATED WORKSHOPS 
5. MANUFACTORY (C. 18th Century AD) 
6. FACTORY (Modern) 
Complexity Increases from 1. through 
to 6. 
Special Categories: 
7. ESTATE PRODUCTION 





Code Details for Sherds Analysed. 
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SHERD CODE INFORMATION 
ANALYTICAL CODE: 
SITE CODE: SECTION: NAA: TYPE/FORM: 
BEARSDEN 
NK74CY BDO01 7,8 T. 27 
NK75CU BDO02 9,10 T. 27 
NK7? BJ BDO03 11,12 T. 27 
NK77CF BDO04 13,14 T. 28 
NK77CJ BDO05 15,16 T. 28 
NK77EZ BDO06 17,18 T. 26 
NK77BZ BDO07 36,19 T. 26 
NK75CQ BDOOS - ? NATIVE 
NK75BH BDO09 - DAUB GROUP 
NK75CQ BDO10 20,21 T. 24 
NK75FN BD011 - DAUB GROUP 
NK73BT BDO12 22,23 T. 23 
NK75CQ BDO13 24,25 T. 23 
NK75CQ BDO14 26,27 T. 23 
NK76DC BDO15 28,29 T. 23 
NK76EB BDO16 1,2,3 T. 25 
NK77AP BDO17 30,31 T. 25 
NK76AD BDO18 4,5,6 T. 25 
NK73BS BDO19 32,33 T. 25 
NK77BU BD020 34,35 T. 25 
CROY HILL 
CR78 LBT CRO01 1,2 F. 35 
CR78 LBR/2 CRO02 3- F. 35 
CR77' LAH/4 CRO03 4 F. 3,5 
CR77 LBB1 CRO04 - 5,6 F. 23 
CR77 LBL1 CRO05 7 F. 23 
CR77 LAU CRO06 8 F. 23 
CR77 LAHI CRO07 9,10 F. 42 
CR77 QAA CRO08 23* F. 42 
CR77 LBL CRO09 22 misc 
CR77 QAA CRO10 14 misc 
CR78 LCQ CROll 15 misc 
CR77 LBL1 CRO12 20 misc 
CR75 BBB CRO13 21 F. 6i 
CR78 LBK/5 CRO14 23 F. 6ii 
CR78 L CRO15 26,27 F. 7 
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SHERD CODE INFORMATION 
ANALYTICAL CODE: 
SITE CODE: SECTION: NAA: TYPE/FORM: 
BAR HILL 
BH78-152D BHOOl 1 
BH78-249D BH002 2 
BH78-337D BH003 3 
BH78-436D BH004 415 
BH78-436D2 BH006 6 
INVERESK 
INV77 3.6 IN001 1,2 CAT 1.9 
INV77 2.4 IN002 3,4 - 
INV77 4.3 IN003 5,6 - 
INV76 7.4 IN004 7 - 
INV77 1.8 IN005 8 - 
INV77 4.3 IN006 9 - 
INV77 2.5 IN007 10 - 
INV77 4.3 IN008 11 - 
INV77 3.4 IN009 12 CAT 1.22 
INV77 4.3 IN010 13 CAT 1.26/224 
INV76 3.4 IN011 14 CAT 1.233/234 
INV76 7.4 IN012 15 
INV76 3.4 IN013 16,17 CAT 1.63 
INV76 3.6 IN014 18 CAT 1.29 
INV76 7.1 IN015 19 CAT 1.90 
INV77 2.3 IN016 20 CAT 1.69 
INV77 2.5 IN017 21 CAT 1.65 
INV77 4.3 IN018 22 CAT 1.68 
NB: CAT = Catalogue of forms reference 
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SHERD CODE INFORMATION 
ANALYTICAL CODE: 
SITE CODE: SECTION: NAA: TYPE/FORM: 
CRAMOND 
CR77 1 26 CRA013 1,2 SAMIAN COPY 
CR75 I BR1 CRA014 3 
CR77 1 108 CRA015 4 
CR75 111 42 CRA016 5 
CR78 V 10 CRA017 6 
CR75 111 34 CRA018 7 
CR75 III CRA019 8,9 
CR76 1 82 CRA020 10 
CR77 V 29 CRA021 11 
CR77 V 18 CRA022 12 PINK GROGGED 
CR78 V6 CRA023 13 - 
CR76 111 50 CRA024 14 - 
CR75 111 54 CRA025 15,16 - 
CR77 V 24 CRA026 17 - 
CR75 111 35 CRA027 18 - 
CR76 EE 67 CRA028 19 ? INVERESK 
CR77 1 150 CRA029 20,21 PINK GROGGED 
CR77 1 69 CRA030 22 
CR77 V6 CRA031 23,24 
CR75 111 44 CRA032 25 
CR78 VI 13 CRA033 26,27 INVERESK 
CR77 V 19 CRA034 28 
CR78 V7 CRA035 29 
CR76 61 CRA036 30,31 CRAMOND BOWL 
CR75 111 36 CRA037 32 
CR77 V1 CRA038 33 
DUNTOCHER 
DT77 135 DT001 1 WASTER 
DT77 134 DT002 2,3 WASTER 
DT77 811 DT003 4,5 - 
DT77 167 DT004 6 - 
DT77 131 DT005 7 - 
DT77 127 DT006 8,9 - 
DT77 137 DT007 10,11 - 
DT77 123 DT008 12 - 
DT77 117 DT009 13,14 - 
DT77 142 DT010 15 
DT77 154 DT011 16 - 
DT77 174 DT012 17 - 
DT77 176 DT013 18 - 
DT77 147 DT014 19 - 
DT77 153 DT015 20 - 
DT77 163 DT016 21 - 
DT77 149 DT017 22 - 
DT77 162 DT018 23 - 
DT77 138 DT019 24 WASTER 
DT77 164 DT020 25 WASTER 
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APPENDIX 3.1 
Mineral Inclusion SHAPE Parameters. 
Grain Size Distribution Forms. 
Maximum Mineral Inclusion SIZES. 
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CODE: SIZE: INCLUSION: 
CRA013 1.10mm SANDSTONE 
CRA014 1.15mm SANDSTONE 
CRA015 0.75mm FLINT 
CRA018 0.40mm SANDSTONE 
CRA019 0.30mm SANDSTONE 
CRA020 0.35mm PYROXENE 
CRA021 2.40mm SANDSTONE 
CRA023 0.34mm, ROCK 
CRA024 0.95mm SANDSTONE 
CRA025 0.60mm MICA 
CRA027 0.30mm SANDSTONE 
CRA028 1.30mm SANDSTONE 
CRA030 1.10mm ROCK 
CRA031 0.80mm SANDSTONE 
CRA032 2.55mm SANDSTONE 
CRA033 0.40MM SANDSTONE 
CRA034 1.50mm OPAQUE 
CRA035 0.20mm FELDSPAR 
CRA036 0.62mm SANDSTONE 
CRA037 0.90mm SANDSTONE 
CRA038 0.90mm SANDSTONE 
BDO01 0.90mm CLAY PELLET 
BDO02 7.50mm CLAY PELLET 
BDO03 2.50mra OPAQUE 
BDO04 0.75mm SANDSTONE 
BDO05 1.00mm CLAY PELLET 
BDO06 2.00mm ROCK 
BDO07 0.37= OPAQUE 
BDO08 1.00mm OPAQUE 
BDO10 1.00mm SANDSTONE 
BDO13 0.55mm FLINT 
BDO15 1.25mm SANDSTONE 
BDO16 0.50mm PYROXENE 
BDO17 0.75mm OPAQUE 
BDO18 2.00mm SANDSTONE 
BDO19 1.10mm SANDSTONE 
BD020 0.75mm SHALE 
BDO12 1.00mm CLAY PELLET 
BDO14 1.80mm SANDSTONE 
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MAXIMUM GRAIN SIZE CHART 
SITE: CODE: SIZE: INCLUSION: 
CROY HILL CH001 0.62mm SHALE 
CH004 0.96mm FELDSPAR 
CH005 0.90mm SHALE 
CH006 1.87mm OPAQUE 
CH008 ':,, -, ý 
0.8mm SANDSTONE 
CH009 1.37mm SANDSTONE 
CH010 1.70mm SHALE 
CH013 1.25mm SHALE 
CH014 2.25mm SHALE 
CH015 0.75mm SHALE 
INVERESK IN001 0.53mm OPAQUE 
IN002 0.67mm ROCK 
IN003 0.50mm OPAQUE 
IN004 0.20mm MICA 
IN007 0.67mm FELDSPAR 
IN009 0.75mm OPAQUE 
IN011 0.75mm OPAQUE 
IN012 0.75ram CHERT 
IN013 0.15mm OPAQUE 
IN014 0.75mm SHALE 
IN015 0.67mm FELDSPAR 
IN018 1.25mm ROCK 
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APPENDIX 5.1 
Mortaria Sample Details. 
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APPENDIX 5.1 
Throughout this section of the thesis 
the following codes have been used to describe the 
sherds under Petrological; 'and Chemical analysis. The 
codes refer to the source location of the sample as 
opposed to the stamp group. The use of more abstract 
sample codes was an'effort to keep the analysis as 
objective as possible., As will be clear from the 
analyses the samples were'analysed with respect to 
their stamp and form groupingsýas opposed to sites of 
recovery. 
The description ''contains the source site information and-all of the samples refer to Mortaria 
unless otherwise-stated-in, the descriptive text. 
Key! III-, 
NM - National Museum Sample 
H- Hunterian Museum Sample 
RB - Rossington Bridge kiln Sample 
CN - Cantley'kiln Sample 
IN - Inveresk location Sample' 
CR - Croy Hill'location Sample 








NM002 Newstead "Native" sherd. FRA 3142 
NM003 Camelon IIEMIII sherd. - , FX 234 
NM004 Rough Castle "Native" sherd. FR 904 
NMOO5 Croy Hill "Native" sherd. FR 460 
NM006 Mumrills "Native" sherd. FR 544 
NM007 Newstead coarseware sherd. FRA 2680 
NM008 Rough Castle "Native" sherd. FR 898 
NMOO9 Newstead I'EMIII sherd. FRA 1458 
NMO10 Newstead "EMI'l sherd. FRA 2369 
NM011 Newstead Pipe fragment. FRA 2063 
NMO12 Newstead IIEMIII sherd. FRA 1459 
NMO13 Mumrills form-sherd. FRB 181 
NMO14 Newstead form sherd. - ýFRA 1485 
NMO15 Newstead coarseware sherd. ý FRA 1797 NMO16 Inversk-IIEMIII sherd. FR 730 
NMO17 Inversk IIEMIII sherd. FR 785 
NMO18 Rough Castle. "Nativellýsherd. FR 902 
NMO19 Rough Castle., "Nativell sherd. FR 900 
NM020 Camelon IIEMIII sherd'. ý FX 235 
NM021 Mumrills IDI"'foi: m sherd. FRB 201 
NM022 Mumrills IDI--forM'sherd. FRB 202 
NM023 Mumrills"D'. 'form'sherd. FRB 203 
NM024 Mumrills IDI form'sherd. FRB 205 
NM025 ' Newstead Pipe4 if ragmentý'. FRA 3221 
297. 
NM026 Newstead "EMI" sherd. FRA 3022 
NM027 Newstead IIEMIII sherd. FRA 3044 
NM028 Newstead "INVOMANDUS" sherd. FRA 1465 
NM029 "INVOMANDUS". sherd. FR 415 
NM030 IIBRIGIAII sherd. FR 4 
Hool Balmuildy 'A' form sherd. F. 1922.355/2 
H002 Balmuildy 'A' form, sherd. F. 1922.344/2 
H003 Balmuildy W, form sherd. F. 1922.355/1 
H004 Balmuildy 'A' form-, sherd. F. 1922.344/1 
H005 Balmuildy 'A' form sherd. F. 1922.355/3 
H006 Balmuildy 'A' form sherd. F. 1922.344/r 
H007 Castledykes IIEMIII, sherd. F. 1939.93 
H008 Castledykes, IIEMI",, sherd. F. 1954.145 
H009 Balmuildy IIEMIII sherd. F. 1922.315 
H010 Bothwellhaugh "EMI'l, sherd. F. 1940.65 
Holl Balmuildy "EMI11 sherd.. F. 1922.323 
H012 Bar Hill form, sherd.,,, - F. 1936.545/1 
H013 Bar Hill form sherd..., F. 1936.546 
H014 Bar Hill form sherd. -,. F. 1936.547/1 
H015 Bar Hill form sherd. -, -. F. 1936.546 
H016 Bar Hill form sherd.,. F. 1936.545/2 
H017 Balmuildy, "CICV" sherd. F. 1922.329 
H018 Bar Hill "CICV" sherd. - F. 1936.484 
H019 Balmuildy I'CICVII sherd. k F. 1922.327 
H020 Bar Hill form, sherd. F. 1936.547/2 
H021 Balmuildy IICICVII sherd, F. 1922.328 
H022 Balmuildy 'A' form. sherd. F. 1922.348/4 
H023 Balmuildy W-form sherd. F. 1922.355/4 
H024 IICICVII sherd. F. 1928.323 
H025 IISARRIUSII sherd. F. 1922.320 
H026 IICICV" sherd. F. 1928.323 
H027 Duntocher ? local sherd. DT 225 
H028 Duntocher ? local sherd. DT 263 
H029 ? Scottish sherd. F. 1922.326 
H030 IISARRIUSII sherd. F. 1922.321 
H031 "SHELL" sherd. F. 1936.490 
H032 IIEMIII sherd. F. 1928.321 
H033 "EMI'l sherd. F. 1928.320 
H034 ? Scottish sherd. F. 1928.322 
H035 IIEMIII sherd. F. 1922.322 
H036 Duntocher ? local sherd. DT77 492 
H037 Duntocher ? local sherd. DT77 699 
H038 Balmuildy 'A' form sherd. F. 1922.348/3 
RB001 Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. 1/149 
RB002 Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. -/4 
RB003 Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. 2/12 
RB004 Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. -/87 
RBOOS Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. -/15 
RB006 Rossýngton Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. -/10 
RB007 Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. 6/130 
RB008 Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. 8/7 
RB009 Rossington Bridge IISARRIUSII sherd. 9/134 
CAN001 Cantley IIVBRNII sherd. 20K 
CAN002 Cantley Trademark IICII sherd. 80K 
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CAN003 Cantley "VBRN" sherd. 24K 
CAN004 Cantley I'VBRNII sherd. 85K 
CAN005 Cantley IIVBRNI' sherd. 9K 
CAN006 Cantley Trademark "C" sherd. 33K 
CAN007 Cantley I'VBRNI' sherd. 51K 
CAN008 Cantley IIVBRN" sherd. 19K 
CAN009 Cantley "VBRN" sherd. 90K 
CAN010 Cantley Trademark "C" sherd. 87K 
CAN011 Cantley I'VBRN" sherd. 38K 
IN019 Inveresk ? local sherd. 8.1 67 
IN020 Inveresk ? local sherd. 2.2 160 
IN021 Inveresk ? local sherd. 2.4 66 
IN022 Inveresk ? local sherd. 3.4 40 
IN023 Inveresk ? local sherd. 6.1 223 
IN024 Inveresk ? local sherd. 9.1 236 
IN025 Inveresk ? local sherd. 3.4 243 
IN026 Inveresk ? local sherd. 2.7 117 
IN027 Inveresk ? local sherd. 1.10 80 
IN028 Inveresk ? local sherd. 3.4 40 
CRO13 Croy Hill form sherd. CR75 BBB 
CRO14 Croy Hill form sherd. CR78 LBK/5 
CRO15 Croy Hill form sherd. CR78 L 
CRO16 Croy Hill;,? Scottishsherd'. -., 
' 
CR77 LAB/1 
CRO17 Croy Hill ? Scottish sherd'. CR78 LBW/l 
CRO18 Croy Hill ? Scottish sherd. CR78 RBP 
CRO19 Croy Hill ? Scottish sherd. CR78 LBK/4 
NS001 Newstead IIEMIII sherd. Surface find. 
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